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Chapter 1
Introduction
This 15 ECTS points project is performed during the final semester of a bachelor
degree at the computer science department at RUC1. The project groups consist of
four members, two Danes and to Frenchmen. The common language in the group is
English, which is the reason why the language of this report is English.
The subject for this semester is technology. Our interpretation of this subject is
to make a project about a relevant technological problem.
Through decades exchanging data between different applications and platforms
has been a great problem. Both commercial companies and governmental institutions
have faced this problem. The data has only been directly accessible in one environ-
ment, while a lot of effort has had to be made in order to use them in another.
This problem has occurred not only when communicating with other institutions
but also inside an institution - especially when the environment has changed over
years. Several attempts have been made to make a common standard for exchange
of data. One of the most recent and promising standard is XML2 which is being
implemented as a standard to improve the exchange of data both internal in the
public and private sector and between the public and private sector.
1.1 Background
In this part, we will introduce some basic aspects of our project, which will lead us
to our central question.
1.1.1 eGovernment: the Danish vision
The tradition for using IT3 in public organizations has a long history. Back in
1972, the Danish municipalities established their own IT-service provider, which is
now known as KMD. But really to put Denmark in the right way of developing an
information society, the Danish government appointed a committee with the task to
clarify what was needed to achieve this goal. The work was published in 1994 under
the title Rapport fra udvalget om "Informationssamfundet år 2000"(The Dybkjaer
report) by the Danish government. This report contains visions for the eGovernment
oriented society in Denmark. It suggests a strategy for the information society and
points out the focus areas. The vision is to create a society where all instances in the
public service and greater private company domains are able to communicate over a
1Roskilde Universitetscenter (Roskilde University), Denmark
2eXtensible Markup Language
3Information Technologies
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network with possibility to offer public access to specified information. The Internet
has later been used to support this communication.
1.1.2 XML
XML has become the standard in plain text communication for many services over
the past few years after The World Wide Web Consortium[2] accepted this language
as a standard in 1998. The idea of creating XML documents instead of HTML
documents is to separate data from layout. This means that it is easier to maintain
sites and to renew them because it is easier to reuse data. XML defined data-
structures provides flexible access to data and offers possibilities of interchanging
data. An XML document is a plain text document that is not platform dependent.
Taking all the advantages in consideration, it is likely to believe that the XML
technique including meta-data files, e.g. XML Schemas, will become a powerful tool
in the future.
1.1.3 OIO
OIO4[3] is the official Danish web page for publishing information about the com-
puterization process of public authorities and private companies communicating with
public authorities. OIO is an outcome of KIU5 and is established and prepared in
cooperation between government and municipalities. The ministry of Science, Tech-
nology and Innovation is responsible for editing and maintening the site. The purpose
of OIO.dk is primarily to gather the distribution of the many initiatives and activities
concerning the technical aspects of eGovernmental work.
The website contains amongst others a reference to the Infostructurebase. The
Infostructurebase contains descriptions of data placed in distributed systems. An or-
ganization may deliver information regarding their data(Metadata in shape of XML
Schemas) to the Infostructurebase. Furthermore, the organization may deliver de-
scriptions on how to access of these data. This information will be uploaded to the
Infostructurebase, by the given organization. This procedure intends to make the
exchange of data between organizations independent of the Infostructurebase.
The Infostructurebase consists of two main parts: a database and an infosite.
The database contains all the elements which are uploaded concerning description
of data and documents, access to data, etc. The infosite supplies a search site to
the database. On this site it is also possible to download XML Schemas and to get
support on design of XML Schemas.
1.1.4 Danish XML Committee
The XML Committee is a technical committee related to the KIU. The main tasks
of the committee are to
• Secure coherence and advancement of the work with XML Standardization of
interfaces for data communication and distribution.
• Secure development and updating of the instructions for XML-interfaces.
• Supervise the development of the Infostructurebase and new initiatives con-
cerned with XML-interfaces.
4Offentlig Information Online (Public Information Online)
5Det Koordinerende Informationsudvalg (The Coordination Information Committee)
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1.1.5 The International Club
The International Club at RUC is a club for foreign and Danish students. The
club offers different social and cultural arrangements to its members. It maintains a
database comprehending informations regarding most of the international students
at RUC and a few Danish students. The members requests a web application, where
it is possible to find information about Danish addresses, nationalities of their fellow
students, etc. They need a contact media.
1.2 Problem Formulation
The aim of the project is to explore advantages of eGovernmental technologies. We
emphesis to explore the use of XML Schemas and the Infostructurebase specified by
the Danish XML Committee. We don’t want to do this exploration purely theoret-
ically, but our intentions are to develop an application for a concrete organization
using XML Schemas. For this reason, we have chosen to develop a search engine for
the International Club of RUC being able to produce results both with PHP and
as XML documents. By developing this application we will be able to compare the
use of these eGovernment technologies, illustrated by XML, with some of the more
classical web technologies, exemplified by PHP.
Chapter 2
Analysis of the system
2.1 RUC - The International Club
As mentioned in the introduction, the members of the International Club (IC) at
RUC are mostly foreigners. To be a member you need to fill in an application form.
The information asked for is data regarding the student, including general informa-
tions (first name, last name, e-mail, birthday date and department at RUC), home
informations (home address, home phone and country) and Danish informations
(Danish address and Danish phone number). To operate this registration, a web
page has already been created on the IC web site1. On this web site, you can also
find further information concerning the club. As the student has completed fulfilling
the on-line form, the data are sent and stored into a database2. At the moment, the
database contains data about 108 students. Presently, the IC is using this data in
two different ways:
• Producing the membership cards: the first name and last name is printed
on the card.
• Establishing a mailing list: the e-mail address is used once to add it to the
mailing list.
Only about 10% of the stored data are really used, and only once per semester.
Thus the database is almost useless. In this frame, our intentions are to make the
database really useful both for the students and to the IC, using some eGovernment
technologies.
2.2 Link with the project
Our project is regarding eGovernment technologies. In this part we will like to explain
how we intend to use some eGovernment technologies making the IC database more
useful. We want to develop a web application allowing search of persons in the
database. This will be useful for two kind of agents:
• An ordinary student wants to make a search for one or more persons. In this
part, eGovernment technologies do not really need to be involved. We can
though use the produced XML document to display the answer as an HTML
web page, due to the XSL technology.
1http://www.international-club.ruc.dk/
2The Database is a MySQL database hosted on a server at RUC (webhotel.ruc.dk). The oper-
ating system running on the server is a Linux Debian (www.debian.org)
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• Another organization wants to get informations about one or several members.
In this case, the organization wants to save the result of the search in order
to exploit it afterward. Typically, it will be another IC in Denmark, as all the
universities in Denmark possibly have there own International Club. These
organizations should be able to exchange data about their students in a stan-
dardized way. Let’s say for instance that the international club at Copenhagen
University wishes to have some common activities with the International Club
at RUC. It is then very likely that they want informations about students of
the RUC IC. Those informations need to be accessible (typically on the net).
As we want to use eGovernment standards, we will use the XML technology for
this purpose. The two organizations have to agree on the structure and on the
typing of the data enclosed in the XML document. This point is central in the
eGovernment concept because everyone knows what they are exchanging, and
are therefore able to exploit it without any interpretation errors. One of the
main tools that is nowadays used to implement this idea is the XML Schema
(for more information about XML Schema, refer to section 4.1.3). An XML
Schema allows checking the validity of an XML document, in terms of structure
and data type. In our project, we will thus develop our own XML Schema for a
student. This Schema will use some XML Schemas already developed by some
Danish organizations and available in the Infostructurebase. We will use this
Schema to produce a valid XML document representing student’s data, and to
allow some other potential IC to check exchanged XML documents.
2.3 General application functioning
Figure 2.1: General functioning for the application
The schema 2.1 shows the general interactions between the different forms and
the database.
As you can see, there are two types of actions :
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• The future member subscribes to the International Club: by filling in
a form he provides data to be inserted in the database. Although such a form
was already implemented it had to be modified e.g. to be able to handle the
privacy options.
• An agent is looking for one or more members of the International
Club: he uses the search form to send a search request to the database (arrow
(1) on figure 2.1). Then the database is producing a result, which is made
available to the user both using PHP and as an XML document (arrow (2) on
figure 2.1).
As earlier mentioned, the link to the project title concerns the exchange of data
e.g. with other International Clubs. For this reason, we have used XML Schemas,
which are the standard in eGovernment technologies. We use them in order to
standardize the search answer that is provided to the user. The XML Schemas are
also available on the net, so that the user can validate the produced result himself.
2.4 Use cases
The members of the club would like to get access to the information in the database
enabling them to search for other members. The club would like to be able to
exchange data of the members with International Clubs at other Universities. This
provides the following most common use cases:
1. Search on name. A member of the club wants to get the Danish address of
one of the other members. She accesses the search engine from the homepage
of the club and writes the name of the member, she wants information about.
She initiates the search, and is presented to the public data of the required
member.
2. Search on other information. The members should also be provided with
the possibilities of searching on other information. For example a member
would like to gather all the Ethiopian students. The member specifies the
search in the search engine to be only on country, writes Ethiopia and gets
public information about all Ethiopian students.
3. Filling in the application form. A student wishes to be a member of the IC
Club. He accesses the application form at the homepage of the club. He types
in his personal data in the form and specifies which part of the data should be
publicly accessible. After typing the information he indicates the information
to be sent. If the data are not valid, he receives informations about the cause
of the problem and is offered the possibility to modify the data in order to
make them valid. If they are valid, the data are inserted into the database and
the subscriber receives information on where to pay and the activities of the
club.
4. Exchanging data with another IC Club. As an example, the IC Club
of The University of Copenhagen wants to invite all members of the IC Club
at RUC to lecture on Danish culture. The administrator of the club accesses
the search engine, not filling in any search criteria. When she gets the answer,
she specifies that she wants the answer as a XML document and receives the
required document, which is an XML document containing the public data of
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all members of IC Club at RUC. Afterward she will be able to validate the
document according to the XML schema and eventually to insert the data into
her own database.
2.5 About personal data privacy
The students joining the International Club at RUC might subscribe by giving some
personal information not wishing this information to be publicly available. For that
reason it is important that the students are able to decide which personal information
- except for the name - are allowed to be accessed by the public and which should be
private. We will have to manage the privacy issue during every aspect of our work.
This approach will be emphasized during the whole project.
Chapter 3
Design of the system
3.1 Database design
The database of the International Club was consisting of one table with the following
relational schema:
(id, username, password, firstname, lastname, homeaddress, homephone, dan-
ishaddress, danishphone, email, department, country, birthday, card_ready)
In order to make this fit with the standards at the Infostructurebase we have
to split the danishaddress into small atomic fields. Considering the many different
country specific notations in addresses, we have decided to keep the homeaddress
field as a conglomerated field.
We also have decided to add fields to indicate whether an information should be
public accessible or not. For instance the field homephone_public contains informa-
tion about the accessibility of the information about the home phone number.
We have decided not to make more changes in the relational schema than neces-
sary for our application although a few things in the design of the schema could be
revised.
The relational schema for the new database will be:
(id, username, password, firstname, lastname, email, email_public, birth-
day, birthday_public, department, department_public, homeaddress, home-
address_public, country, country_public, countryCode, homephone, home-
phone_public, street, number, floor, doorNumber, zipCode, city, danishad-
dress_public, danishphone, danishphone_public, card_ready)
If you regard the field homeaddress to be atomic this table will be on second
normal form. Considering the small number of tuples in the database, we will not
normalize it further, although the dependencies countryCode→ country and zipCode
→ city are candidates for a third normal form normalisation.
3.2 XML Schemas
The XML Schemas are the central point of our project, as explained in the section
2.2. We want to use this eGovernmental technology by following the Danish recom-
mendations insofar as it is possible in the frame of our project. In order to achieve
this goal, we have read and used different papers and books about XML Schemas
([4], [5], [6] and [7]). These books have allowed us to have a precise idea about the
expectation of the Danish XML Committee in XML Schema development as well as
to know in a more general way about XML Schemas. For the most of this expec-
13
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tations, we have been able to respect them (see the section 4.2.2). It important to
notice for whole comprehension of this part, as well as for the implementation part
(section4.2.2) that there are two different kind of Schema:
• The package Schema checks the structure of the XML document
• The core Schema checks the type validity of data. This Schema are situated
at the leaves of the XML Structure, where the real data are contained.
In this section, we will first explain how we used the Infostructurebase. Second, we
will describe the design of our XML Schemas, in terms of structure and data types
definition. Lastly, we will talk about validation of an XML Document with an XML
Schema.
3.2.1 Our use of the Infostructurebase
One of the Danish XML Committee recommendation stated in the handbook [5]
is that we should re-use developed Schemas from the Infostructurebase as much as
possible. Therefore, one of the first aspect of our work was to design the structure
of our Schemas (part 3.2.2) and to look for Schemas in the base that matches with
our needs. We have 15 data that need to be checked, such as the name, the e-mail
address, etc. For each of this data, we will need to use a core Schema to check the
type validity. For 8 of this 15 data, we have found Schema that we can re-use from
the Infostructurebase. These are the following:
• from the "dkcc" namespace 1 prefix:
– PersonGivenName
– PersonSurnameName
– StreetName
– StreetBuildingIdentifier
– FloorIdentifier
– SuiteIdentifier
– DistrictSubdivisionIdentifier
– PostCodeIdentifier
"DKCC" is the instance of OIO that is managing the XML Schemas in
the Infostructurebase. They have developed a certain number of Schemas,
called "Kernel" Schemas as these Schemas are supposed to be re-used as
much as possible in a new Schema design. Therefore, they have a complete
documentation in English, as well as for the Schema names.
• From the "uvm" namespace prefix:
– EmailAddress
"UVM" corresponds to the Ministry of Education in Denmark. They have
also developed a certain number of Schemas, as the research in eGovern-
ment in Denmark started in the Universities.
We imported the hole danish address, which is quiet complicated, as well as the
Schema for the E-Mail and for person name. For all the other Schemas, we will have
to develop them on our own as there were no Schemas in the Infostructurebase that
did fit completely with our needs.
1Please notice that we will emphasise our use of Namespaces in section 4.2.2.2.
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3.2.2 Structure and data types definition
The first way we use the Schema is to structure and standardize our output XML
document, representing the result of a search request of persons. Thus it will contains
zero, one or several "students", or more precisely public informations about the
students. In the following part we will design two important points:
1. the structure that our XML document should have, that is how student’s data
will be represented
2. the data types for element and attributes of the Schema we will develop.
The figure 3.1 shows the highest level of our Schemas. On this figure, please
note that every box represents a Schema. So at this level we have one Schema at
the top, "StudentList", that can contain 0, one or several student’s data (Schema
"StudentInfo"’). Data about one Student is then are divided in three Schemas:
Figure 3.1: The XML Schema at the 1st level
• Schema "GeneralInfo" is the first Schema regrouping general informations
about the student. The figure 3.2 shows how this Schema is structured, it
contains four Schemas:
– Schema "PersonName" is the first of the these four Schemas. It rep-
resents the name of a person, and is composed of two other Schemas:
∗ imported Schema "PersonGivenName" stands for the first
name. IThis is a Core Schema that will check the type validity of
the first name.
∗ imported Schema "PersonSurnameName" stands for the last
name. This is a Core Schema that will check the type validity of the
last name.
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– imported Schema "EmailAddress" is the second of the these four
Schemas. This is a Core Schema that will check the type validity of the
e-mail.
– Schema "BirthdayDate" is the third of the these four Schemas. This
is a Core Schema that will check the type validity of the birthday date: a
string with the following format: YYYY-DD-MM.
– Schema "Department" is the fourth of the these four Schemas. This
is a Core Schema that will check the type validity of the department: a
string from 1 to 40.
Figure 3.2: The XML Schema at the 2nd level for the general information of the
student
• Schema "HomeInfo" is the second schema regrouping home informations
about the student. The figure 3.3 shows how this schema is structured, it
contains three Schemas:
– Schema "HomeAddress" is the first of the these three Schemas. This
is a Core Schema that will check the type validity of the homeAddress: a
string from 1 to 200.
– Schema "HomePhone" is the second of the these three Schemas. It
represents the home phone of a person, and is composed of two other
Schemas:
∗ Schema "CountryCode" stands for the country code for phone
numbers. This is a Core Schema that will check the type validity of
the country code: at least 2 digits up to 5.
∗ Schema "PhoneNumber" stands for the phone number. This is a
Core Schema that will check the type validity of the phone number:
at least 0 digits up to 15.
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– Schema "HomeCountry" is the third of the these three Schemas. This
is a Core Schema that will check the type validity of the home country: a
string from 1 to 40.
Figure 3.3: The XML Schema at the 2nd level for the home information of the
student
• Schema "DanishInfo" is the third schema regrouping danish informations
about the student. The figure 3.4 shows how this schema is structured, it
contains 2 Schemas:
– Schema "DanishAddress" is the first of the these 2 Schemas. It repre-
sents the danish address of a person, and is composed of six other Schemas:
∗ imported Schema "StreetName" stands for the street name. This
is a Core Schema that will check the type validity of the street name.
∗ imported Schema "StreetBuildingIdentifier" stands for build-
ing identifier in the specified street. This is a "bottom Schema" that
will check the type validity of the building identifier.
∗ imported Schema "FloorIdentifier" stands for the floor identifier.
This is a Core Schema that will check the type validity of the floor
identifier.
∗ imported Schema "SuiteIdentifier" stands for the door location
on the specified floor. This is a Core Schema that will check the type
validity of the door location.
∗ imported Schema "DistrictSubdivisionIdentifier" stands for
the city name. This is a Core Schema that will check the type validity
of the city name.
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∗ imported Schema "PostCodeIdentifier" stands for the post
code. This is a Core Schema that will check the type validity of
the post code.
– Schema "DanishPhone" is the second of the these 2 Schemas. This is
a Core Schema that will check the type validity of the danish phone: at
least 8 digits up to 17, with an optional "+" at the beginning.
3.2.3 Summary of all XML Schemas used
In the following tabular (Figure 3.5), you are able to see all the XML Schema files
that we are using. The column gives informations about the level of the Schema
in the structure, the second one classify the Schemas between imported and own
developed Schemas and the third column precises if it is a Core or a package Schema
(classification).
3.2.4 About validation
The other advantage of XML Schemas, among producing an standardized XML
document (part 3.2.2), is to validate an XML document. To validate is to check if
the data contained in the XML document are conform to the structure and the types
defined in the XML Schema. This validation can be done on two different sides:
• On the producer side, to check that the produced XML document is valid
according to the XML Schema
• On the consumer side, to check that the received XML document is valid
according to the XML Schema
In our project, we would be interested in validating automatically each produced
XML document (producer side). This was the first idea, but we soon found out that
is was impossible to do this automatic validation in PHP in a way that would fit
with our time exigency. Still, we will be able to validate our document manually,
thanks to on-line tools or specific software. This will allow us to proof that some of
our produced XML document are valid.
Nevertheless, you also have to think that the organization receiving the XML
document will always have to validate it: we want to do this producer side validation
only to show that we are producing correct documents.
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Figure 3.4: The XML Schema at the 2nd level for the danish information of the
student
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Name of the Schema Level Imported/Developed Classification
StudentList 1 Developed Package
StudentInfo 2 Developed Package
GeneralInfo 3 Developed Package
PersonName 4 Developed Package
PersonGivenName 5 Imported Core
PersonSurnameName 5 Imported Core
EmailAddress 4 Developed Core
BirthdayDate 4 Developed Core
Department 4 Developed Core
HomeInfo 3 Developed Package
HomeAddress 4 Developed Package
HomePhone 4 Developed Package
CountryCode 5 Developed Core
PhoneNumber 5 Developed Core
HomeCountry 4 Developed Core
DanishInfo 3 Developed Package
DanishAddress 4 Developed Package
StreetName 5 Imported Core
StreetBuildingIdentifier 5 Imported Core
FloorIdentifier 5 Imported Core
SuiteIdentifier Imported Core
DistrictSubdivisionIdentifier 5 Imported Core
PostCodeIdentifier 5 Imported Core
DanishPhone 4 Developed Core
Figure 3.5: Summary of all XML Schemas used
3.3 The application
3.3.1 Application form
As you can see on figure 3.6, there are three main parts in the application form:
• the left part allows the user to fill in his personal informations,
• the right part lets him choose if he wants his data to be public or not,
• at the bottom of the page, the button launches the subscription.
In the right part, the user can decide thanks to some checkboxes which of his data
can be shown during a search. If the information are not public, they will be anyway
stored in the database but will be available only for the database administrators.
When the user clicks on the button, we first check that the information are valid,
which means that he did not put some strange values in the form fields. Through
this verification, we want to be sure that the XML document possibly generated
during a search will be valid.
If the values are not valid, then we warn the user and tell him what fields are not
correct and how to fill them in correctly. He can come back to the form by clicking
on a button and change his data.
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Figure 3.6: The application form
3.3.2 Search form
Figure 3.7: The search form
As shown in figure 3.7, there are four parts in the search form:
• a text field were the user will write the string to search,
• a button to launch the search; it is from this button that the search is launched,
• a table to let the user choose in which fields he wants the search to be made,
• a link to a web page to view the user documentation. The documentation
content is available in section 6.2.
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The user has the possibility to choose in which fields he wants the search to be
made. That makes the result of the search more relevant. By default, the search will
be made only in the first name and last name fields because we think that it is the
most useful and frequent search. But he can of course choose to search in something
else among the fields available.
Afterwards, the search will be made only in the public fields. That means for
example that if the user is trying to search for an e-mail address whose owner decided
it to be private, the name of the owner won’t appear in the search result.
3.3.3 How to make the result accessible?
As said as in section 2.2, a requirement of our project is to make an XML document
accessible for the user of the search engine. This XML document contains the data
matching the search request. This data will be informations for zero or more students.
The XML document could be used for the two different kinds of users:
1. the ordinary user that is looking for a student only needs a graphical access
to the result. In this case, we can use the XSL technology to display the XML
document as HTML. Indeed, XSL is widely used in eGovernment because it
allows to parse and display XML documents easily.
2. the organization that wants to deal with some students data needs to process
the XML document. Therefore it only needs a direct access to the XML doc-
ument.
In this frame, our first idea was thus to use this XSL technology for the first
case. One concept of eGovernment is to produce independent document for exchange
of data. It has to be independent in the sense that it should neither depend on
the producer nor on the user. Therefore, the solution consisting in specifying the
XSL link by coding it in the XML document is not appropriated. So, we would
have needed an external tool to link them together "externally". As our web pages
are implemented in PHP, we did not have time to consider a solution in an other
language. But the problem is that the PHP library supporting XSL was not installed
on the server hosting the website and we were not allowed to change this. We thus
have had to find another solution.
The solution we chose is to have two kinds of result accesses corresponding to
each above described cases:
1. the ordinary user will be able to see the result through a PHP/HTML display
(see part 3.3.4),
2. the organization will have a direct access to the XML file and will have the
possibility to save it (see part 3.3.5). The file is available thanks to a link when
the "normal" result is displayed.
Thanks to this division in the result access, we will be able to make a comparison
between an eGovernment technology and a more classical web technology.
3.3.4 PHP/HTML display
To display the results, we first thought that we could make a simple table containing
all data, assuming that we would have displayed one line per person. But we thought
that it was not appropriate as we have many fields to display, so this table would
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Figure 3.8: Example of search result for the user
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have been too wide. So we decided to make a kind of "card" per person and to
display each result card in a table. To simplify the read of the table for the user,
background colors will change from one card to the other. The screen dump 3.8
shows an example of search result.
3.3.5 XML document
The goal here is that an organization interested in some student’s data can save
the result of its request. For this we have chosen to produce an XML document
according to the developed XML Schema. This XML document will be accessible
on the search web page thanks to a link that will open a new window containing the
generated XML file. The user can then save this document thanks to the function
"File → Save as..." of his favorite Internet browser.
The design aspect in this part is that we have to be careful about how we manage
the generated files. Indeed, if several user are using the search engine at the same
time, there can be access conflicts to the generated XML file. Therefore, we have
decided to generate one file per search, with a different name for each file, so that
each request has only one corresponding XML file result. In this way, there is no
risk of parallelism problems. Assuming this problem, we have to be careful about
the number of file that can be created. Indeed, if a too high number of search is
processed, there can be a risk of file system overload. Two aspects have been designed
in order to answer these problems:
• as there must be one unique file per search result, we have thought to name
the files as following: "xmlFile" + an extension consisting of a counter from 1
to 999 max.
• at each search we will check the time of creation of each XML generated file:
if the file is older than one hour, we will erase it.
Thanks to this two points, we are managing the above given problems. At the
maximum our system will support 999 searches in one hour.
Chapter 4
Implementation
4.1 Tools and languages used
4.1.1 Diagram of the development environment
Figure 4.1 shows the main tools we have used to develop our application. Typi-
cally, we developed on a local computer and then uploaded the files on the server.
This was the case for all the PHP development, where the code was written locally
with AdobeGoLive and then uploaded on the server to test using the SSH transfer
protocol. For the Schemas, the whole development has been made locally thanks to
XMLSpy. When the Schemas were ready and tested, we just changed the namespaces
in order to put it on the server. We used navigators such as Internet Explorer and
Mozilla Navigator to test our application, as well as for the database modification
thanks to the on-line tool PhpMyAdmin. Finally, Mozilla Composer has been used
to develop the prototype for the two different form (application and search).
Figure 4.1: The diagram of the development environment
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4.1.2 XML
XML (eXtensible Markup Language) is a standard for document markup endorsed
by The World Wide Web Consortium [2] in 1998. It defines a generic syntax for
markups, providing metadata to the document. It can be regarded as a universal
system independent format for exchanging information on the Internet.
"This format is flexible enough to be customized for domains as di-
verse as web sites, electronic data interchange, vector graphics, genealogy,
real-estate listings, object serialization, remote procedure call, voice-mail
systems, and more."[8]
Although there exists a large number of special applications that can be used to
manipulate XML in different ways, XML can be written and read in a simple text
editor and is therefore independent of platforms and applications.
XML is using tags to mark sections of a document. In that way it resembles
HTML and both have their roots in the more complex mark-up-language SGML,
Standard Generalized Markup Language, which was developed in order to create
structure for the great amount of technical data in aircraft, car and military indus-
tries. The tags in XML are text strings defined by the application developer and are
normally human readable.
While HTML mostly deals with the presentation of the information, the XML
creates structure and add semantic to the information. It does so by enclosing the
logical parts of the information, called elements, in tags which describe what kind of
data is between the tags:
<PersonGivennameName>Chresten Boje</PersonGivennameName>
You can choose to represent your data as elements enclosed by tags. If you have
data which serve only as background information, you often choose to represent them
as attributes to tags. For example, in the tag <person cpr="260671xxxx">, "cpr"
is an attribute for the tag element "person". The interest is that in an ordinary
browser, tags attributes won’t be displayed.
In any XML document, you will find at the beginning something like that:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
The <?xml> tag is a special tag that has no closing tag. Each XML document has
to start with this tag, declaring that the document is a XML document. Here, the
<?xml> tag has two attributes informing about the version of XML and the encoding
used in the document.
The elements in an XML document are arranged in a hierarchical tree structure,
where some elements can be part of others. For instance you could express that a
name consist of a given name and a surname in the way shown below:
<Name>
<PersonGivennameName>Chresten Boje</PersonGivennameName>
<PersonSurnameName>Rasmussen</PersonSurnameName>
</Name>
In XML -opposite to HTML-, you are free to define your own tags giving the
semantics you want to the data. The tags are providing metadata, which can be
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useful in many ways. Surrounded by tags, you will know if "Summer" is a name or a
season. That could simplify search for persons with that name and give much more
relevant answers to queries for such a person. You are also free to define your own
structure.
The structure of the data resembles the structure of data in a database. It is
therefore possible to make XML act as an interface to a database or to almost any
other application. Combined with portability between platforms, these are some of
the main benefits of XML.
Unlike HTML, for which browsers will display the document although it is not
syntactically correct, the syntax of XML has to be respected. Each beginning tag
like <Name> must be closed by an ending tag like </Name>. Tags can be nested as
already shown, but they can not overlap each other like:
<Name>
<PersonGivennameName>Chresten Boje</Name>
</PersonGivennameName>
In order to distinguish between tags from different URL’s -which might have the
same name- and to make it simpler for applications to recognize the tag, you often
supply the tag with a name space qualifying it to what URL it belongs:
<dkcc:PersonGivenName>Chresten Boje</dkcc:PersonGivenName>
The URL of the namespace "dkcc" must be defined as an attribute of the tag
<?xml> as for example:
xmlns:dkcc="http://rep.oio.dk/ebxml/xml/schemas/dkcc/2003/02/13/"
A document which is in accordance with the XML syntax is said to be well-
formed. You can freely write your own well-formed XML documents, giving those
tags and a structure as you like. If you want to exchange data with others (especially
if you want to exchange them with applications) it is much easier if you have an agreed
structure of the document and well-defined tags. This structure can be provided by
an XML Schema, which will be described below. If a document agree to the structure
of the XML Schema it is considered to be valid. The possibility of exchanging
validated documents or documents witch can be validated is one of the real benefits
of using XML.
4.1.3 XML Schemas
An XML Schema describes the structure of an XML document. It was originally
proposed by Microsoft, but became an official W3C[2] recommendation in May 2001.
The purpose of an XML Schema is to define the legal building blocks of an XML
document. It defines:
• elements and attributes that can appear in a document
• which elements are child elements
• the order and the number of child elements
• whether an element is empty or can include text
•
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• default and fixed values for elements and attributes
One of the greatest strengths of XML Schemas is the support for data types.
That means that it is easy to:
• describe permissible document content
• validate the correctness of data
• work with data from a database
• define data facets (restrictions on data)
• define data patterns (data formats)
• convert data between different data types
In addition XML Schemas use the XML syntax i.e. an XML Schema is itself a
well formed XML document, and allows trust in data communication. Indeed when
data are sent from a sender to a receiver it is essential that both parts have the same
"expectations" about the content. With XML Schemas, the sender can describe
the data in a way that the receiver will understand. A date like this: "03-11-2004"
will, in some countries, be interpreted as 3. November and in other countries as 11.
March, but an XML element with a data type like this:
<date type="date">2004-03-11</date>
ensures a mutual understanding of the content because the XML data type date
requires the format YYYY-MM-DD.
Lastly, even if documents are well-formed thanks to XML they can still contain
errors, and those errors can have serious consequences. Those errors can mainly
be type errors and XML Schema can avoid those errors by defining type for the
exchanged data.
4.1.4 XMLSpy
XMLSpy is a software package for XML development. It has been developed by
Altova[9]. It is very useful as a development environment for modeling, editing,
debugging, and transforming all XML technologies. For our project, we have used
this tool essentially to develop the XML Schema for modeling the answer of a request.
XMLSpy was very helpful for this task as it can check the validity of an XML
document in relation to a schema. This has allowed us to develop correct schemas,
conforming to the W3C[2] recommendations, in a convenient way. The code view
lets you edit the code with a validation every time you try to save, and a graphic
view shows the architecture of the schema.
4.1.5 MySQL
MySQL[10] (SQL stands for "Structured Query Language") is a relational databases
server. It’s very fast, multi thread, robust and multi-user.
MySQL is a free software developed under GNU General Public License.
It has been designed and is maintained by a Swedish company called MySQL AB,
which has been founded by two Swedes and a Finn: David Axmark, Allan Larsson
and Michael « Monty » Widenius.
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A MySQL database can be accessed through different languages: C, C++, Eiffel,
Java, Perl, PHP, Python and Tcl. An API1 exists in each of these programming
languages to access to MySQL databases.
On the RUC International Club website, there was already a MySQL database
containing all member’s data. We only have added some fields to the database to
make our work possible. This will be described later.
Concerning the manipulation of the database itself, we have used an on line tool
called phpMyAdmin (version 2.2.7) [11]. It is a graphical web interface very useful
to operate on the database, avoiding to connect to the server manually via SSH (see
below) and using command line commands.
4.1.6 PHP
PHP[12] stands for "PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor", which is a recursive abbrevi-
ation. PHP is a widely-used general-purpose scripting language that is especially
suited for Web development and can be embedded into HTML. This open-source
product was created in 1994 by Rasmus Lerdorf.
Much of its syntax is borrowed from C, Java and Perl with a couple of unique
PHP-specific features thrown in. The main goal of the language is to allow web
developers to write dynamically generated pages quickly.
What distinguishes PHP from something like client-side JavaScript is that the
code is executed on the server. It means that a server supporting PHP is needed to
display the pages in the client browser.
It also offers easy connectivity to databases (including Oracle, Sybase, MySQL,
ODBC and many others) thanks to various APIs. This is useful for us because we
work on a MySQL database.
This language was already used on the RUC International Club website so we
did not have anything to install on the server.
4.1.7 Secure Shell
We have used the SSH2 protocol to be able to connect to the webhotel server at RUC
and perform the needed operation. We have used two software packages to exploit
SSH:
• for transferring files for a local computer to the server, the graphical interface
SSH Secure File Transfer has been used
• for a command access to the server, SSH Secure Shell has been used
4.2 Concrete implementation
4.2.1 Diagram of the running environment
The figure 4.2 shows the way any user will get the result to his answer.
1. The user types in the string he searches in the search page displayed in his
browser.
2. The string is sent to the PHP server that generates a MySQL request.
1Application Programming Interface
2from SSH Communication Security Corp.[13]
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Figure 4.2: The ordinary use case
3. The PHP server sends the request to the database.
4. The request is executed on the database. It then returns its answer.
5. The answer of the database is processed on the PHP server to generate:
(a) an XML flow of which a file will be created,
(b) an HTML flow that is sent to the user’s browser.
6. The HTML result is displayed in the browser. This page contains a link to the
XML file.
7. The user changes the page in his browser or he closes it. Then it is finished.
Before step 7 in the previous use case, the advanced user that wants to get the
XML result can also perform the following actions, as shown in diagram 4.3:
1. He clicks on the link "View as an XML File" on the result page displayed in
his browser.
2. A new browser window is opened, that demands to the server file system the
content of the XML file.
3. The server file system returns the content of the file. It is then displayed in
the user’s browser.
4. Optionally, the user can save the document in his local file system to work with
it later.
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Figure 4.3: The advanced use case
5. The user can change the page in the "new" browser window or close it when
he is finished with the XML document.
After saving the file, the user is free to do whatever he wants with it. If the user
is an organization that wants to exchange data with the International Club, then
the next logical step would be to validate the XML file thanks to the XML Schema
available on the server. Many tools are available on the net to do that, so we won’t
detail this step as it is different for each tool.
4.2.2 XML Schemas development
For the Schemas development, we have used the XML development environment
XML Spy (refer to section 4.1.4 for more details about this tools). This part was
was only a technical matter, as all the design of the Schema has already been carried
out. In this section we will tell more about the recommendations of the Danish XML
Committee [5] that we have been able to respect or not during the development of
our Schemas. Then we will describe how we have managed the namespaces. Finally
we will tell more about the imported schemas from the Infostructurebase.
4.2.2.1 Developing XML Schemas according to the Danish recomman-
dations
Appendix A shows the organization of the files: we have 18 XML Schemas files,
plus 8 imported Schemas. On this 18 Schemas that we have developed, 7 are Core
Schemas and the other 11 are Schema that includes other Schemas (called package
Schemas), in order to create the structure.
We have developed these 18 Schemas by following the recommendations on the
XML Danish Committee [5]. Here is a list of the main recommendations that we
have been able to follow for this development:
• to declare schemas in XML Schema Definition Language
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• to create XML Schema instances as UTF-8 encoded files, and declare UTF-8
encoding
• to define elementFormDefault always as qualified. That means that locally
declared elements has been qualified by the target namespace in an instance
document.
• to define data types as strongly as possible
• to handle null in the package Schema
• to declare core types and elements independently in the same Schema
• to document core types and elements
• to re-use core types and elements
• to use some naming conventions
A recommendation that we did not respect is the defined standards for
namespaces. This namespaces recommendation is assuming that you should use
an on-line tool that generates automatically namespaces for your project, according
that your project is in the Infostructurebase. But our Schemas can not be hosted in
the Infostructurebase, for two main reasons:
• to have a Schema hosted in the Infostructurebase, you have to apply for many
administrative procedures, which could have taken too much time
• we would probably not have been able to be hosted on the Infostructurebase,
as we are only working on a student project. The Infostructurebase is suited
for more official project in relation with real eGovernment cases.
The development of the Schema took quiet a long time, but was systematic thanks
to the design part (section 3.2.2). You can take a closer look to these developed files
in the appendix C.
4.2.2.2 Namespace management
Defining Namespaces was quiet easy, as the structure has been designed in the pre-
vious section. Thus, we have defined one Namespace for each level of the XML
structure, that is one namespace per directory in the file’s organization (Appendix
A).
• for the highest level (StudentList), no Namespace needs to be defined.
• the StudentInfo level will have the Namespace "http://www.international-
club.ruc.dk/XMLSchemas", corresponding to the "s" prefix (appearing in fig-
ure 3.1).
• each type of informations contained in StudentInfo ("DanishAddress", "Home-
Info" and "DanishInfo") will have the Namespace "http://www.international-
club.ruc.dk/XMLSchemas/StudentInfo", corresponding to the "si" prefix (ap-
pearing in figure 3.2).
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• each type of informations contained in GeneralInfo ("PersonName",
"EmailAddress","BithdayDate" and "Department") will have the Namespace
"http://www.international-club.ruc.dk/XMLSchemas/GeneralInfo", corre-
sponding to the "gi" context, except for "EmailAddress", which is imported
from the "http://rep.oio.dk/uvm.dk/xml/schemas/2004/03/11/" Namespace.
• each type of informations contained in HomeInfo ("HomeAddress",
"HomePhone" and "HomeCountry") will have the Namespace
"http://www.international-club.ruc.dk/XMLSchemas/HomeInfo", corre-
sponding to the "hi" prefix (appearing in figure 3.3).
• each type of informations contained in DanishInfo ("DanishAddress"
and "DanishPhone") will have the Namespace "http://www.international-
club.ruc.dk/XMLSchemas/DanishInfo", corresponding to the "di" prefix (ap-
pearing in figure 3.4).
4.2.2.3 More about the imported schema from the Infostructurebase
On 15 Core Schemas, 8 are imported from the Infostructurebase, and among them
are the most complicated one. For instance, figure 4.4 shows the XML Schema
imported from "UVM" (see section 3.2.1) that checks the e-mail data type validity.
The pattern format has two particularities:
• Capital letters are not allowed. We therefore had to managed this aspect,
specifying in the application form that the user should not write his e-mail
with any capital letter. We also checked this aspect while processing the data
from the form.
• Danish special character are allowed. This might be a will to conform to some
new standards. However, special character are usually not allowed on Internet.
• No documentation is furnished for this Schema
Figure 4.5 shows the XML Schema imported from "DKCC" (see section 3.2.1) that
checks the number of the data type validity of the building in the street in a danish
address. Few comments about it:
• the pattern checks if the data is a number between 1 and 999, and allow an
optional capital letter after this number.
• a complete documentation is given
like the e-mail address or the StreetBuildingIndetifier . Figures 4.4 and 4.5 present
the code of this two imported Schemas.
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1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF -8"?>
<!-- edited with XMLSPY v5 rel . 4 U ( http://www.xmlspy.com) by
XMLSPY 5 Enterprise Ed. Release 4, Installed Multi for 10
users (WM-Data System Udvikling) -->
<xs:schema targetNamespace="http://rep.oio.dk/uvm.dk/xml/
schemas /2004/03/11/" xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org /2001/
XMLSchema" xmlns:uvm="http://rep.oio.dk/uvm.dk/xml/schemas
/2004/03/11/" elementFormDefault="qualified"
attributeFormDefault="qualified">
<xs:element name="EmailAddress" type="
uvm:EmailAddressType"/>
5 <xs:simpleType name="EmailAddressType">
<xs:restriction base="xs:string">
<xs:pattern value="[_a -æøåz0 -9 -]+(\.[_a
-æøåz0 -9-]+)*@[a-æøåz0 -9 -]+(\.[a-æøåz0
-9-]+) *(\.[a-æøåz]{2 ,4})" />
</xs:restriction >
</xs:simpleType >
10 </xs:schema >
Figure 4.4: The imported XML Schema for the E-Mail address
4.2.3 Application form
The application form is implemented in PHP and HTML. There are two different
parts in the implementation:
• the first one is the form itself, in the file add_student_form.php,
• the second one is the action executed when clicking on the validation button,
in the files add_student.php and incorrectanswers.inc.php.
Source code is furnished in appendix B.
4.2.3.1 The form
To develop the form, we first have created an HTML prototype thanks to Mozilla
Composer, that is an HTML editor from the Mozilla Suite3.
Then we have added the PHP tags and commands thanks to Adobe GoLive
CS4. Adobe Golive CS is an editor for many web programming languages. Its main
advantage for us is to maintain a syntax highlighting for PHP language.
4.2.3.2 Action executed
The implementation of the action is divided into two files.
The file add_student.php was already there before but has been modified for our
work. It launches the verification (see next paragraph) of the data filled by the user
and
• if everything is correct, it creates a new entry for this new member in the
database, and fills it with the provided data,
3www.mozilla.org
4www.adobe.com
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1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf -8"?>
<schema targetNamespace="http://rep.oio.dk/ebxml/xml/schemas/
dkcc /2003/02/13/" xmlns="http://www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema"
xmlns:dkcc="http://rep.oio.dk/ebxml/xml/schemas/dkcc
/2003/02/13/" elementFormDefault="qualified">
<element name="StreetBuildingIdentifier" type="
dkcc:StreetBuildingIdentifierType">
<annotation >
5 <documentation >
Numeric identification (da: house
number ~ ’husnummer ’) including an
optional letter , which identifies a
certain access to a building , a plot
/piece of land or a plant etc. based
on the named road or street which
gives access hereto . The identifier
is determined in increasing numerical
and letter order along the road ,
normally with even numbers on the
right side and odd numbers on the
left side of the road.
</documentation >
</annotation >
</element >
10 <simpleType name="StreetBuildingIdentifierType ">
<restriction base="string">
<pattern value="
([1 -9]|[1 -9][0 -9]|[1 -9][0 -9]{2})
|([1 -9][A-Z]|[1 -9][0 -9][A-Z
]|[1 -9][0 -9]{2}[A-Z])"/>
</restriction >
</simpleType >
15 </schema >
Figure 4.5: The imported XML Schema for the identifier of the building in the danish
address
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• otherwise, it warns the user that some fields are not correctly filled and gives
him more explanations about which ones and how to fill it in correctly. It also
offers him to go back to the form.
The file incorrectanswers.inc.php is used to check that the different fields in the
form are correctly filled. The idea is to have the same constraints when you fill the
form as the constraints for the XML Schema. The aim is to be sure that the XML
file generated during the search will be valid. For that, we have to check what the
new member puts in the database.
Most of the constraints in the XML Schema are expressed with regular expres-
sions. PHP can also support regular expressions. Therefore, for each value in the
form, we try to match what the user puts in the field with the same regular expression
as the one used in the XML Schema. We have one function per type of data. Those
types can be a simple string, a number or more specific types like e-mail address,
birthday, floor (in danish address), etc. We have also one function that executes
each of those functions and that returns an array to know which field is valid and
which one is not. For each non-valid field, the user will see a warning corresponding
to what is not correct.
4.2.4 Database
For this part of the implementation, we have used the on-line web based tool php-
MyAdmin to create a copy of the current database. This copy is used only for the
project and to develop our application. At the same time, the International Club
keeps on working with the current one.
In order to implement what we decided in the design part for the database, we
have had to add a lot of fields to our database. The field danishaddress has been
divided in the fields: street, number, floor, doorNumber, zipCode and city. Fur-
thermore we have added the fields birthday_public, department_public, homead-
dress_public, country_public, homephone_public, danishaddress_public and dan-
ishphone_public to manage the required privacy of the different part of the infor-
mation in the database.
Adding fields in a MySQL table with phpMyAdmin is rather simple. You don’t
have to write an alter-table statement yourself. You just use a build in function to
add the field and specify where you want the field, the format, default values etc.
The design of the table can be seen at the screen dump 4.6.
Most of the fields are immediately understandable and does not need further
explication. The fields username and password are inherited from the old database.
They are meant to deal with a possible extension adding security check to the access
of the information in the database. The fields *_public, which are handling the
privacy are tinyint(1) because there are no boolean value in the version of MySQL,
which is used. The field card_ready is inherited from the old database. It is used as
a boolean and could have been a tinyint(1) as well.
Generally the constraints on the fields in the database are not as restrictive as they
are on the corresponding instances in the application form and the XML Schemas.
It is not possible to make restrictions in MySQL quite analogue to these. It is not
necessary either, because data are validated when entered in the add_student_form
before they are written into the database. Furthermore, the less restrictive database
implementation will make it easier to implement changes of restrictions in the future.
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Figure 4.6: Structure of the modified IC database
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4.2.5 Data privacy
Concerning the privacy of the members of the International Club, we have sent out
an email to each member of the club, asking him or her to write an email reply where
they state whether they want information about them to be public accessible or not.
We used this strategy to ensure that every member was actively giving us permission
to publicize information about their personal data.
The result of this query was that around 25 students accepted the publication of
their data.
For each of this mails that we have received, we have manually modified the
database, changing the value of *_public field to one. Thanks to this work, we are
now able to manage and simulate data privacy.
4.2.6 Search form
The search form is implemented in PHP and HTML. There are two different parts
in the implementation:
• the first one is the form itself, in the file search_form.php,
• the second one is the action executed when clicking on the validation button,
in the file search.php.
Both of those source codes are furnished in appendix D.
4.2.6.1 The form
To display the form, we just use some basic HTML tags. The implementation of the
form has been made in two steps:
• a prototype has been made thanks to Mozilla Composer,
• the PHP tags and commands have been added thanks to Adobe GoLive CS to
be able to launch the search.
4.2.6.2 Action executed
The action executed will be described in detail in some following parts. In the file
search.php, we first include the previously described file search_form.php. This has
two aims, that are:
• the user can search something else without clicking on the "previous page"
button in his web browser,
• the programmer does not have to modify the code in two places if he wants to
modify the way the form is displayed.
After that, we control that at least one check box is marked. If not, the user
gets a warning. If yes, then we generate the request string to send to the database
(see part 4.2.7), execute the request and display the result (see part 4.2.8) and the
number of results of the search at the end of the page.
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4.2.7 Request generation
In the file search.php, we have a function that generates a SQL request receiving
input from the search form.
The request is generated to search the search string only in the fields for which
the check box in the form is checked. There are therefore two criteria: the search
string and the list of fields to search in.
The general frame of the query is:
SELECT *
FROM $members
WHERE firstname LIKE ’$search_string’;
But as we want to select the fields to search in, we need something more complete.
We have created a variable called $at_least_one (which ought to have been named
$more_than_one), which is initialized to value zero. If a field is chosen the value is
changed to 1 and at the next step an "OR" will be included in the request as shown
in this example:
if(isset($lns)){
if($at_least_one==1){
$query_search.="OR ";
}
$query_search.="lastname LIKE ’$search_string’";
$at_least_one=1;
}
The "isset" PHP function returns 1 if the checkboxe "$lns" (for Last Name
Search) is checked, 0 otherwise.
We have such a verification for each of the field that can be chosen.
4.2.8 PHP answer display
The result of the request is displayed thanks to a PHP script. The process to develop
this script has followed several steps:
1. an HTML prototype has been made,
2. the different variables have been included in the HTML code,
3. some functions have been made to "filter" data depending on their public
attribute,
4. the first result of the search has been processed,
5. a loop surrounding this result has been created to process all the results.
Note that the source code is available in appendix D.
4.2.8.1 Building an HTML prototype
An HTML prototype has been created to put in a concrete form what we decided
in the design part (section 3.3.4). The prototype has been realized with Mozilla
Composer.
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4.2.8.2 Including variables
A copy of the content of the previous HTML file has been made to create a PHP file.
In this new file, the different values have been replaced by a variable name that has
been defined later. This code has also been put in a function having in parameters
the different values.
4.2.8.3 Filtering the public values
Four functions have been defined to filter the public data:
• the function filter_data_danishaddress takes in parameter all the informations
about the danish address of the member. The last parameter is the value of
the field danishaddress_public. If the value of this parameter is true, then the
function returns the concatenation of all the previous values. Otherwise, it
returns a string to explain to the user that this data is private.
• the function filter_data_homeaddress works the same way as the previous one
but considers (and concatenates if necessary) both the address itself and the
country.
• the function filter_data_homephone works the same way as the first one, con-
catenating the international phone code and the home phone.
• the function filter_data_binarie is a generic filter function for all the other
fields like birthday, department, ... that don’t need any concatenation. If the
_public field is true then the real value is returned. Otherwise it reacts like
the first one.
4.2.8.4 Displaying the first result of the search
To display the first result of the search, the main function has been developed: it’s the
one that is called when the MySQL request returns its result. This main function
takes in parameter the result of the search. First, that function puts the general
context of the table to display results. Then, we take the first line of the MySQL
result (thanks to a PHP function in the MySQL library) and we dispatch all the fields
in an associative array (with an other function of the same library). All necessary
fields are put in some variables and filtered with the different functions described
previously. Then, the function displaying the table is called with all those filtered
values.
4.2.8.5 Displaying all results of the search
A simple loop around the process defined previously could be enough just to display
all results, but we wanted to have several colors in even / odd lines. So we have
added a counter in the loop and a parameter in the function that displays the card
for one person. This new parameter is the background color of the card. So we have
also changed the function to use this parameter.
The search engine for ordinary users (like International Club members for exam-
ple) is now ready.
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4.2.9 XML flow generation
Like for the PHP answer display (part 4.2.8), we have defined some basic functions
to filter the data concerning privacy. At the same time, those functions also "filter"
depending if the data field are empty or not. Those functions are coded in file
generate_XML_flow.php. Source code is available in appendix D.4.
Basic functions are:
• function buildElement($data, $data_public, $tagName): the "generic" func-
tion. Returns the data surrounded by its corresponding tag if it is public and
not empty. Returns the empty string otherwise.
• function buildElementHomePhone($countryCode, $phoneNumber,
$phone_public): special for the home phone number. It works like the
previous function but the XML tags are on two levels for this function. See
source code (appendix D.4, line 9 to 21) to understand better.
• function buildElementDanishAddress($street, $number, $floor, $door, $city,
$zipcode, $address_public): like the previous one, this function is specific for
the danish address.
To gather the informations, we have three other functions, corresponding to the
three kinds of information:
• function buildElementGeneralInformation($firstname, $lastname, $email,
$email_public, $birthday, $birthday_public, $department, $depart-
ment_public) is used for the personal informations of the member,
• function buildElementHomeInformation($homeaddress, $homead-
dress_public, $countryCode, $phoneNumber, $homephone_public, $country,
$country_public) is used for the home informations of the member,
• function buildElementDanishInformation($street, $number, $floor, $door,
$city, $zipcode, $address_public, $danishPhone, $danishPhone_public) is
used for the danish informations of the member.
The function buildElementStudent($firstname, $lastname, $email,
$email_public, $birthday, $birthday_public, $department, $department_public,
$homeaddress, $homeaddress_public, $countryCode, $phoneNumber, $home-
phone_public, $country, $country_public, $street, $number, $floor, $door, $city,
$zipcode, $address_public, $danishPhone, $danishPhone_public) gathers all
informations for one student.
The main function (the one called from search.php) is function gener-
ate_XML_flow($search_result). It first build the general structure of the XML
document. Then, for each line of the search result, it gets each part (each field),
recode it in UTF8 format (conforming to XML Committee recommendations) and
builds the student element. At last, it ends the XML document.
4.2.10 XML files
In this part we will describe how we have implemented the XML files creation man-
agement described in section 3.3.5. For this description you can refer to the source
code located in appendix D.5 for a better comprehension.
The function manage_XML_files($dir,$xmlFlow) gets the content of the direc-
tory $dir, storing it as a array of files name. Then it calls the two following functions:
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1. function write_XML_file($xmlFlow,$arr,$dir), where $arr is the array of file
names in the directory $dir. This function sorts alphabetically the array and
then gets the last item of this array, corresponding to the last created XML file.
It truncate the file name to get the number of the file, add one and create a
new filename with the incremented number. There are two special cases where
we have to create the filename "xmlFile001.xml":
• when the directory is empty (i.e. only "." and ".." are present)
• if the last file is "xmlFile999.xml"
In this last case, we have to check that the file "xmlFile001.xml" does not
already exists. If yes, it corresponds to the case where 999 requests have been
made in less than one hour: we then have to send an error message. Once the
new filename is generated, we write the parameter $xmlFlow in a new file with
the new filename. It returns the new filename.
2. function delete_XML_files($dir,$arr). It traverse the directory $dir and, for
each file, calculate the life time of the file. This is made thanks to the sub-
function calculate_time_difference($filename). This subfunction subtracts the
current time (time() PHP function) from the file creation date (filemtime()
PHP function). If this number is upper than 3600, it means the file has existed
more than 1 hour, therefore we delete it (delete() PHP function).
This main function returns the new filename generated in the function
write_XML_file(), so that we can create the HTML link to the file.
Chapter 5
Testing the application
Before describing the concrete test scenarios we have been designing, we would like to
introduce some of the testing techniques on strategies, that have inspired us during
our testing step. We haven’t used any of them fully but have designed tests, which
have been testing the most critical part of the application.
5.1 Software testing techniques
5.1.1 Black box besting
This software testing technique focuses on the functional requirements of the soft-
ware. This technique enables us to derive sets of input conditions that will fully
exercise all functional requirements for our program. The purpose is to find errors
like incorrect or missing functions, interface errors, errors in data structures or ex-
ternal data base access, performance errors and finally initialization and termination
errors. Most of our tests have been black box test.
5.1.2 White box testing
A white box test is conducted for examining and testing the internal flow of the
program. If the test scenario cases are designed correctly the test will guarantee that
all independent paths within a module have been exercised at least once. Ideally
the test will exercise all logical decisions on their true and false sides and exercise
internal data structures to assure their validity. We haven’t derived a white box test
case scenario, but have conducted tests of small software parts while programming
the source code, according to the unit testing strategy.
5.2 Software testing strategies[15]
5.2.1 Unit testing
Unit testing focuses on verification of the smallest unit of software design. That
is the software component or module. The strategy is white box oriented and is
normally considered as an adjunct to the coding step.
5.2.2 Integration testing
Integration testing is a strategy for testing that the units will work together, in other
words that we have proper interfacing. For instance there is a risk that data can be
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lost across an interface. Integration testing is a systematic technique for construct-
ing the program structure while conducting tests to uncover errors associated with
interfacing. By incremental integration the program is constructed and tested in
small segments, where errors are easier to isolate and correct. As a result interfaces
are more likely to be tested completely.
5.3 Testing scenarios
5.3.1 The application form
The application form has been intensively and systematically tested for the validation
of data. This has been done because it would be catastrophic to the system, if it
was possible for a student send data to the database which were not valid according
to the XML Schema. Invalid data in the database would have been causing, that
any request including the person could not be validated. Therefore we designed and
preformed a unit test of the form.
For each field in the form we have tried to fill in invalid data. For all fields
we have tried to in fill to many characters / digits. Where special formats have
been required we have systematically violated these. For instance, we tried phone
numbers containing white spaces or characters, birthday with wrong separators, e-
mail addresses with capital letters etc. We also have tried not to fill in fields that
are required.
In all these tests the data was not accepted.
Finally we tested the form accepted valid data.
During the test of the form, we didn’t discover any malfunction. You might say
that the test of this unit is inspired of white box tests, as it requires deeply knowledge
of the application to test for the right input.
5.3.2 Writing to the database
We designed a test scenario of the integration of the application form and the data-
base, controlling that valid input was actually written into the database. This was
a test for interface errors, errors in data structures and the data base access.
After entering valid and invalid data in the application form, we looked directly
into the database to see if valid - and only the valid - data were actually written into
the database.
We discovered during this test that the data about whether the information
should be public or not was not written into the database. This was a severe problem
which was immediately corrected.
We also discovered that the database contained the column ’DanishAddress’,
which is an heritage from the original database of the International Club.
Finally our testing scenario revealed an error which was actually not intended
to test for. The error occurred if the name supplied to the form was not unique,
meaning that the name was already existing in the database. In this case it was not
possible to create a new member in the database, but still our system was confirming
the membership to the user by displaying a membership confirmation web page in
the browser.
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5.3.3 Validity of data from the original database
The two tests described above should ensure that only valid data can be stored in
the database, but the data already stored also had to be tested for validity, since
they have been supplied using the old application form, which did not check strongly
on the format.
To test this unit we design a scenario validating both public and not public data
of all the students in the form. The reason for including non-public was that it
should be possible to alter the status of the information without problems.
For this test we temporally disabled the code hiding non-public data in the search
form and made a search on all members. We asked to get the XML document with
the result of the search and tried to validate it according to the XML Schema using
XMLSpy.
As expected we found that the document was not valid. We used the error
messages from the XMLSpy to change the non valid formats of data in the database
into valid formats. Afterward we succeeded to validate the document.
This test also was a test of our XML Schemas and to prove that they are able to
validate XML files.
5.3.3.1 The Search Form
We also performed a unit test of the search form and its integration with the database.
The purpose for this was to test for errors such as incorrect or missing functions,
interface errors, errors in data structures and data base access.
The test was done by making different types of queries getting the result both by
PHP and as an XML document. We controlled that the queries where made at the
selected fields and no other, that information received in results were in accordance
with the query and that no non-public information was returned in the results.
The only recognized error of the test is that at first different kind of gibberish
information was displayed below the actual result to the search, in the browser, which
has been corrected.
Chapter 6
Documentation
6.1 Application form
6.1.1 User documentation for the application form
Figure 6.1: The application form
6.1.1.1 How to fill in the form?
The only mandatory fields are your first name and your last name. For the other
fields, you have to respect some special requirements if you want to fill it in:
General informations:
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• the e-mail address must have an e-mail address format, especially: no space
and no capital letter (there is no difference between an address with capital
letters and the same address with lower-case letters (John.Doe@anonym.com
is the same address as john.doe@anonym.com)
• the birthday date must be different than the one of today
• your department name must have at most 40 characters and no special char-
acter
Home country informations:
• your home address must have at most 200 characters and no special character
• your country must have at most 40 characters
• for your home phone: don’t put 00 in your country code and your phone number
must only have digits (no space, no "-", ...) and at most 15 digits
Danish informations:
• in your Danish address, your street name must have at most 40 characters
• the number must be a number between 1 and 999 with an optional letter after
(but no character between the number and the letter)
• the floor must be a number between 1 and 99 or ’st’ or ’kl’ or ’k2’...’k9’
• the side/door/number field can not contain more than 4 characters (and no
special character)
• the zipcode must have 4 characters
• the city can not have more than 34 characters
• the phone number must only have digits (no space, no "-", ...) and between 8
and 17 digits
Subscribing to the international club mailing list makes you get a lot of useful
informations about what happens in the club, in Roskilde, in the university, ...
6.1.1.2 What are those strange boxes "I agree to make this information
public" ?
The data you fill in in this form can be available to your nice fellow students looking
for you for a nice evening... but not remembering your phone number.
In that purpose, the international club website offers a
search engine. You want to try it? go on this webpage:
http://www.international-club.ruc.dk/project/search_form.php.
You can of course prefer that they can not contact you. Then, you only have to
uncheck the checkboxes.
Would you prefer that they only can contact you while you are in Denmark,
but never when you are home? Then it could be relevant for you to uncheck the
checkboxes in the home country informations...
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6.2 Search engine
6.2.1 Requirement
• Internet browser
6.2.2 How to search a member of the International Club?
Figure 6.2: The search form
1. Open the page
http://www.international-club.ruc.dk/project/search_form.php.
2. Enter in the field "Search" what you are looking for: a full word or a part of it
3. Choose in what kind of information the search will be done by ticking the
checkboxes.
4. Click on "Go !".
Example:
The user is looking for someone living in France, but he doesn’t know
how to write "France" (in the database, it could be stored in English
(France) or in Danish (Frankrig)...) Then he can just type "fra" in the
search field and tick the "Home country" checkbox.
6.2.3 How to get the whole list of members?
1. open the page
http://www.international-club.ruc.dk/project/search_form.php
2. enter nothing in the search field
3. click on "Go !"
NB: please note that only information that the member has chosen to be public
when he subscribed will be displayed. Otherwise, it will be written "private".
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6.2.4 What is the link "View as an XML file"? (For advanced user)
The result of the search can be saved and reused. For this, we use the XML language.
A file is produced when you search something and you can see it by clicking on the
"View as an XML file" link. You can save the file thanks to your browser by clicking
on File → Save as... After that, a simple text editor is sufficient to edit the file.
6.2.4.1 A few information about the XML document:
We have built an XML Schema to check this XML File. This schema can be used
by any International Club in Denmark. You can access it at the following address:
http://www.international-club.ruc.dk/XMLSchemas/StudentList.xsd.
The goal of this schema is to make possible exchanges between international clubs
in Denmark’s Universities by using a common standard. Thanks to this technology,
they know how to work with the exchanged data. The validation of the XML file
guarantees them that it is conform to the schema. If you want to validate the XML
file, you can use a validator: there are many on the Internet. Here are some examples:
• http://apps.gotdotnet.com/xmltools/xsdvalidator/
• http://tools.decisionsoft.com/schemaValidate.html
Some development tools for XML language can do it also.
6.3 XML Schemas
Our XML Schema is structuring and defining types for data representation for an in-
ternational student in Denmark. Thus, it allows two or several International Clubs of
Danish Universities to exchange data about their own international members without
any data representation problems. Indeed, they are able to produce XML document
that conforms to a common standard: the XML Schema.
The main XML Schema is located at the url
http://www.international-club.ruc.dk/XMLSchemas/StudentList.xsd It
defines how the data for a student of an International Club should be structured and
typed. If you want to use this schema to represent your student data, you should
download this schema and open it with a schema development environment such as
XMLSpy (30 days trial version available at www.xmlspy.com). You will when be
able to see the structure of the Schema, and thus produce XML document that will
be right formated according to this Schema. You will then be able to communicate
without any data representation problems with any other organization that uses
this Schema to represent the data they want to exchange.
You can also use this Schema to validate incoming XML documents, in order to
check that these document conform to the XML Schema. If this validation is suc-
cessful, you know that you can trust the received document in terms of the common
agreement, and are then able to process it.
Chapter 7
Project management
7.1 BSCW
We are using the BSCW1 system supplied for us by RUC as a bulletin board for
the project work. This board is containing all our written documents for the report,
documentation and system files. It is also used as our project time schedule.
So far our BSCW bulletin board is containing four folders:
1. documents : This folder is used for storing data and documentation for our
project.
2. LATEX Tools: Tools for the LATEX language, which is our language for the report.
3. Report: The report it self.
4. XML Tools: XMLSpy.
7.2 LATEX
LATEX
2 is a document preparation system for high-quality typesetting. It is most
often used for medium-to-large technical or scientific documents, but it can be used
for almost any form of publishing.
LATEX is not a word processor! Instead, LATEX encourages authors not to worry
too much about the appearance of their documents, but to concentrate on getting
the right content. It is not a WYSIWYG3 application. It is a tag language and
LATEX files have to be compiled to generate a DVI, a PDF or a PostScript document.
We have used LATEX to write this report. It is easier to use than a word processor
(like Microsoft Word for example) because there is no problem of page-setting even
if several persons write for the same report. In a LATEX document, some files can
be included. That means that several persons can write on the same report without
any access problem (if they don’t work on the same part of course).
1Basic Support for Cooperative Work - www.bscw.de
2www.latex-project.org
3What You See Is What You Get
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
The aim of this project has been to explore and use some eGovernmental technologies.
Especially we have been wishing to work with XML and XML-related technologies.
We have been using XML Schemas approved by the Danish XML Committee and
have been developing our own Schemas according to the recommendations made by
the Committee. We have made an application for the International Club at RUC.
The application is able to search informations regarding members of the club in the
database. The result of the search is given both as PHP/HTML shown in the browser
and as an available XML document. In order to implement these facilities, we also
had to alter the design of the database and to create a new membership application
form. Furthermore, we have implemented possibilities for the members to decide
which informations should be publicly accessible.
On this background, we will:
• Discuss our use of the Infostructurebase and evaluate the English documenta-
tion available on the OIO website,
• Consider the potential benefits of our work for the International Club,
• Make a comparison between PHP and XML in relation to the application for
the International Club,
• Discuss the future of XML.
Our use of the Infostructurebase The development process of our XML
Schemas has been performed according to some of the recommendations stated by
the Danish XML Committee. Some of the Schemas are referring directly to the
repository of the Infostructurebase.
The Schemas were located quite easily in the repository of the Infostructurebase,
through the supplied search engine. The result of the search displays information
regarding URL location, description and classification. We have mainly used Schemas
classified as core elements according to the recommendation from the Danish XML
Committee.
The Infostructurebase made it possible for us to import Schemas that have been
confirmed by the Danish XML Committee.
Evaluation of the English documentation available at the OIO website
The entire infosite linked to the Infostructurebase is published in English. One of
the reasons for providing the documentation in English is that it is a goal for the
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Danish XML Committee to join the common European work on this subject. As a
consequence this means that all users of this site are required to be at a high English
level, and it may lower the usability of the documentation for the Danish users. The
question forum illustrates a result of this little conflict. This forum is aimed for all
kinds of questions within eGovernmental matters. The titles of the questions are
written in English titles, and the text often in Danish. In the cases that we are
aware about, the documentation of the leaf XML Schema included in this Schema
is also written in English. Finally, the help documentation for the infosite itself is
provided in English. As a contrast, the entire OIO website is only partially published
in English, and is not really practically useful for a non-Danish speaking person.
Our conclusion of this small evaluation is that the English documentation pro-
vided for the Infostructurebase is sufficient. An English speaking person should
without any constraints be able to use all the facilities offered by the Infostructure-
base. The OIO website is improperly documented in English.
New possibilities for the International Club The produced application has
made it possible for the members of the International Club to benefit from the
member database. The search engine is an easy way to display information regarding
one or several members of the club.
The eGovernmental technologies examined in this report, e.g. XML technology,
is probably more a hot prospect for the future than a desired functionality at the mo-
ment. The generation of the XML document is implemented as well as the Schemas
that should validate this file. Due to a constraint in server application, the vali-
dation is not running automatically on the server. The different organizations that
might want to exchange data with the International Club at RUC are offered the
possibility to validate by the data using our Schema. In our opinion this procedure
is equivalent to the normal procedure in data exchange. Probably, the organizations
will not rely on other organizations to validate data, but will prefer to execute their
own validation.
In the future and despite the facts mentioned above, our application offers the
International Club a possibility of exchanging data with other organizations in a
proper way.
Comparison As mentioned in the problem definition, we will now compare clas-
sical web technologies and IT-technologies that are specific for eGovernment. More
precisely, we will be able to compare PHP and HTML with XML Schemas and XML
usage through the Danish XML Committee recommendations.
The International Club has a database and wants to make it accessible. In that
purpose and given the actual state of the IC website, a PHP processing would be
enough for a search application. This is the first solution. But if you think about
what could happen in the future, the IC might need to exchange data with external
organizations, especially with other Danish international clubs. Therefore, they have
to agree on a common exchange standard. This standard could be the usage of XML
and XML Schemas recommended by the Danish XML Committee. This is the second
solution.
The International Club has thus the choice between two pertinent solutions. In
this frame, it makes sense to compare them, as we have implemented both of them
to make the result of the search accessible. Therefore we will focus the comparison
on this part of our work.
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Why choosing PHP rather than XML technologies?
• Learning enough basics in PHP language to develop the displaying part of our
search application was easy and took much less time than for XML and XML
Schemas.
• The conception stage for XML technologies took a lot of time, whereas the one
in PHP took shorter time because it only consisted in some graphical design.
• The time needed to implement the PHP solution was shorter than the one
for the XML solution. This difference exists mostly because of the implemen-
tation of the XML Schemas. However, we have to consider that if an other
international club wants to do the same thing, it won’t have to implement these
Schemas again. If we except this implementation, the time spent to implement
both of the solutions is almost the same.
• To implement the XML solution, we needed some XML tools (such as a spe-
cial PHP library for XSL) that where not installed on the server we worked
with. As we were not allowed to install it ourself, we depended on the server
administrators who denied our demand. Moreover, the automatic validation of
an XML document on the server also requires some more specific tools.
Why choosing XML technologies rather than PHP?
• The exchange of data through the use of XML and XML Schemas is easier
than in PHP on several aspects:
1. XML is a common used standard.
2. The produced XML documents are structured.
3. In XML, data and layout are separated. It is especially for that reason
that it is very hard to exploit some data with PHP as it uses HTML to
display it and as in HTML data and layout are tightly connected.
• In PHP, you have to be very careful when changing the code because the whole
code has to be coherent. In XML, you can reuse some already defined structures
and the code is much independent because it is divided in small modules.
• The data exchange is reliable when you use XML Schemas as you can validate
the document you receive to be sure that it is well-formed and that it respects
the constraints specified in the XML Schemas. Thus, once validated, you can
trust the document you work with.
• Using the XML technologies allows exchange of data. Therefore, you are able
to communicate outside of your own organization, which gives you new working
perspectives for the future.
While working on the project, we have investigated the use of XML as a com-
munication standard and the possibilities of validating XML documents using XML
Schemas. The XML Schemas we have been using are based on the standard of
the Infostructurebase at OIO. When we found it to be appropriate, we used the
Schemas directly by referring to them. In case it was more adequate, we made our
own Schemas based on the recommendations made by the XML Committee. During
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the project we have discovered some of the advantages using XML as a standard
for interchange of data. We have not been able to explore all aspects of XML and
XML-related technologies, as this will not be possible to do this in a small project.
Furthermore we have also faced problems using some of the technologies that we
originally intended to use, as we were not allowed to install programs on the server
used by International Club at RUC.
In spite of this, we have made an application that makes the data in the database
of the International Club more useful and which also may be prepare the club to the
XML age.
During the last years, XML has been developed to be the leading standard for
intergovernmental data exchange. It is also becoming the standard in the private
sector both between private companies and between private and public companies.
This is also the case in an international perspective, as the use of XML is approved
by the W3C. We believe that the use of XML will increase in the future and that
the Infostructurebase will contribute to this development giving standard agreed
structure to XML documents that facilitates easy exchange of data.
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Appendix A
Taxonomy of source code in the
server file system
+ website
|- + XMLSchemas
| |- StudentList.xsd
| |- StudentInfo.xsd
| |
| |- + StudentInfo
| |- |- GenerallInfo.xsd
| |- |- HomeInfo.xsd
| |- |- DanishInfo.xsd
| |- + GeneralInfo
| |- |- BirthdayDate.xsd
| |- |- Department.xsd
| |- |- PersonName.xsd
| |- + HomeInfo
| |- |- HomeAddress.xsd
| |- |- HomeCountry.xsd
| |- |- HomePhone.xsd
| |- |- CountryCode.xsd
| |- |- PhoneNumber.xsd
| |- + DanishInfo
| |- |- DanishAddress.xsd
| |- |- DanishPhone.xsd
| |
|- + project
| |- add_student_form.php
| |- add_student.php
| |- search_form.php
| |- search.php
| |
| |- + inc
| |- |- displayresult.php
| |- |- generate_XML_flow.php
| |- |- incorrectanswers.inc.php
| |- |- manage_XML_files.php
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Appendix B
Application form source code
B.1 add_student_form.php
1 <?php
$body =1;
// inclusion of the headers
5 include ’inc/headers.inc.php’;
//to change date format
include ’inc/date.inc.php’;
10 //to construct tables :
include ’inc/construct_table.inc.php’;
echo construct_title(’ Become a member !’);
?>
15 <p><font color=red >WARNING : if you have registered before july
the 12th 2004 , you need to register again.</font >
</p>
<p>Membership gives many advantages , such as reduced prices at
IC’s own activities (trips , parties ...) and in the venue
Gimle in Roskilde , cheap second -hand bikes , low fee at the
gym , in TMD (Theatre , Music and Dance), free access at the
cinema club Kinematografica ... Learn more by looking in the "
Activities " section of this website.</p>
<p>Membership of International Club only costs 25DK per
semester (it’s free for the danish students who are already
members of åStudenterrdet , the Students Council). If
interested , please fill in all the fields below ...</p>
20
<?php
$now=date("d-m-Y" , time());
$ok=0;
?>
25
<form name="student" action="add_student.php" method="post"
enctype="multipart/form -data">
<table align="center" border="0" width="80%">
<tbody >
30 <tr>
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<td><strong >General information </strong ></td>
32 <td>
<div >I agree to make this informations public </div >
</td >
35 </tr >
<tr>
<td>
<table border="0" width="100%">
<tbody >
40 <tr>
<td width="50%">First name*</td >
<td align="right"><input name="firstname" value=""
size="50" type="text"></td >
</tr >
45 </tbody >
</table >
</td >
<td >&nbsp;</td >
</tr >
50 <tr>
<td>
<table border="0" width="100%">
<tbody >
<tr>
55 <td width="50%">Last name*</td>
<td align="right"><input name="lastname" value=""
size="50" type="text"></td >
</tr >
</tbody >
60 </table >
</td >
<td >&nbsp;</td >
</tr >
<tr>
65 <td>
<table border="0" width="100%">
<tbody >
<tr>
<td width="50%">E-mail (no capital letter)</td >
70 <td align="right"><input name="email" value="" size="50"
type="text"></td>
</tr >
</tbody >
</table >
75 </td >
<td style="text -align: left;"> <input name="email_public"
value="checkbox" checked="checked" type="checkbox"></td >
</tr >
<tr>
80 <td>
<table border="0" width="100%">
<tbody >
<tr>
<td width="50%">Birthday <i>( format : DD -MM-YYYY) </i></td>
85 <td align="right"><input name="birthday" value= " <?php echo"
$now"; ?>"
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type="text"></td>
87 </tr >
</tbody >
</table >
90 </td >
<td style="text -align: left;"> <input name="birthday_public"
value="checkbox" checked="checked" type="checkbox"></td >
</tr >
<tr>
95 <td>
<table border="0" width="100%">
<tbody >
<tr>
<td width="50%">Department </td>
100 <td align="right"><input name="department" type="text"></td >
</tr >
</tbody >
</table >
</td >
105 <td style="text -align: left;"> <input name="department_public"
value="checkbox" checked="checked" type="checkbox"></td >
</tr >
<tr>
<td>
110 <hr ></td >
<td style="text -align: center;">
<hr style="margin -left: auto; margin -right: auto;"></td>
</tr >
<tr>
115 <td><strong >Home country information </strong ></td >
<td style="text -align: left;">I agree to make this informations
public <br>
</td >
</tr >
120 <tr>
<td>
<table border="0" width="100%">
<tbody >
<tr>
125 <td>Home address </td>
<td align="right"><textarea name="homeaddress" rows="5"
cols="50"></textarea ></td>
</tr >
</tbody >
130 </table >
</td >
<td style="text -align: left;"><input name="homeaddress_public"
checked="checked" type="checkbox"></td>
</tr >
135 <tr>
<td>
<table border="0" width="100%">
<tbody >
<tr>
140 <td width="50%">Country </td >
<td align="right"><input name="country" type="text"></td>
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</tr >
143 </tbody >
</table >
145 </td >
<td style="text -align: left;"><input name="country_public"
checked="checked" type="checkbox"></td>
</tr >
<tr>
150 <td>
<table border="0" width="100%">
<tbody >
<tr>
<td>Home phone (only digits : no space or ’-’ or ’_’):</td >
155 <td align="right">country code <input name="countryCode"
size="5" type="text"> number <input name="homephone" type="text
" ></td >
</tr >
</tbody >
</table >
160 </td >
<td style="text -align: left;"><input name="homephone_public"
value="check" checked="checked" type="checkbox"></td>
</tr >
<tr>
165 <td>
<hr ></td >
<td style="text -align: center;">
<hr style="margin -left: auto; margin -right: auto;"></td>
</tr >
170 <tr>
<td><strong >Danish information </strong ></td>
<td style="text -align: left;">I agree to make this informations
public <br>
</td >
175 </tr >
<tr>
<td>Danish address
<table border="0" bordercolor="#000000" width="100%">
<tbody >
180 <tr>
<td><font size="-1"><em >street name </em ></font ></td>
<td><font size="-1"><em >number + opt. letter </em ></font ></td>
<td><font size="-1"><em >floor </em ></font ></td >
<td><font size="-1"><em >side/door/number </em ></font ></td>
185 </tr >
<tr>
<td > <input name="street" size="50" type="text"></td>
<td > <input name="number" size="5" type="text"></td>
<td > <input name="floor" size="5" type="text" ></td >
190 <td > <input name="doorNumber" size="7" type="text"></td>
</tr >
</tbody >
</table >
<table border="0" width="100%">
195 <tbody >
<tr>
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<td width="30%"><em><font size="-1">zip code </font ></em><input
198 name="zipCode" size="8" type="text" ></td >
<td><em><font size="-1">city </font ></em ><input
200 name="city" type="text"></td>
</tr >
</tbody >
</table >
</td >
205 <td style="text -align: left;"><input name="danishaddress_public
"
value="checkbox" checked="checked" type="checkbox"></td >
</tr >
<tr>
<td>
210 <table border="0" width="100%">
<tbody >
<tr>
<td>Danish phone (only digits : no space or ’-’ or ’_’)</td >
<td align="right"><input name="danishphone" type="text"></td>
215 </tr >
</tbody >
</table >
</td >
<td style="text -align: left;"><input name="danishphone_public"
220 value="checkbox" checked="checked" type="checkbox"></td >
</tr >
<tr>
<td style="vertical -align: top;">
<hr > </td >
225 <td style="vertical -align: top;">
<hr > </td >
</tr >
<tr>
<td><i>If you want to subscribe to the international club
230 mailing list , please check this box.<br>
<font size=" -1"></font ></i> </td >
<td style="text -align: left;"><input name="mailing"
checked="checked" type="checkbox"></td>
</tr >
235 </tbody >
</table >
<br>
<div align="center"> <input name="submit" value="Send
information !"
type="submit" > </div >
240 </form >
</body >
</html >
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B.2 add_student.php
1 <?php
/* this file is used to display a list of student , and to
view profils of students.
5 */
$body =1;
// inclusion of the headers
include ’inc/headers.inc.php’;
10
//to change date format
include ’inc/date.inc.php’;
//to send a mail
15 include ’inc/mail.inc.php’;
//to construct tables :
include ’inc/construct_table.inc.php’;
20 //to check the form
include ’inc/incorrectanswers.inc.php’;
// connection to the database
require ’inc/database_connect.inc.php’;
25
$now=date("d-m-Y" , time());
$ok=1;
global $explanation;
30
$firstname=$_POST[’firstname ’];
$lastname=$_POST[’lastname ’];
$email=$_POST[’email’];
$email_public=$_POST[’email_public ’];
35 $birthday=$_POST[’birthday ’];
$birthday_public=$_POST[’birthday_public ’];
$department=$_POST[’department ’];
$department_public=$_POST[’department_public ’];
$homeaddress=$_POST[’homeaddress ’];
40 $homeaddress_public =$_POST[’homeaddress_public ’];
$country=$_POST[’country ’];
$country_public=$_POST[’country_public ’];
$countryCode=$_POST[’countryCode ’];
$homephone=$_POST[’homephone ’];
45 $homephone_public=$_POST[’homephone_public ’];
$street=$_POST[’street ’];
$number=$_POST[’number ’];
$floor=$_POST[’floor’];
$doorNumber=$_POST[’doorNumber ’];
50 $zipCode=$_POST[’zipCode ’];
$city=$_POST[’city’];
$danishaddress_public=$_POST[’danishaddress_public ’];
$danishphone=$_POST[’danishphone ’];
$danishphone_public =$_POST[’danishphone_public ’];
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55
56 if (empty($mailing)){
$mailing="off";
} else {
$mailing=$_POST[’mailing ’];
60 }
$tab = check_form($firstname , $lastname , $email , $birthday ,
$department , $homeaddress , $country ,$countryCode ,$homephone ,
$street , $number , $floor , $doorNumber , $zipCode , $city ,
$danishphone);
if(strcasecmp($birthday , $now)==0) {$tab[’ok’]=0;}
65
if($tab[’ok’]!=1){
//if there is something wrong in the form
$resstr="<h2>Some problems have occured while filling
the database :<br ></h2 >\n<ul>";
70 if($tab[’firstname ’]!=1){$resstr=$resstr."<li><i>Field
<u>First name </u> must contain between 1 and 50
characters </i></li >\n";}
if($tab[’lastname ’]!=1){$resstr=$resstr."<li><i>Field <
u>Last name </u> must contain between 1 and 40
characters </i></li >\n";}
if($tab[’email’]!=1){$resstr=$resstr."<li ><i>Field <u>E
-mail address </u> incorrect . Please don’t put any
capital letter </i></li >\n";}
if($tab[’birthday ’]!=1){$resstr=$resstr."<li><i>Field <
u>Birthday </u> should look like \"DD-MM -YYYY\"</i></
li >\n";}
if(strcasecmp($birthday , $now)==0) { $resstr=$resstr."<
li ><i>You are not born today ;) </i></li >\n";}
75 if($tab[’department ’]!=1){$resstr=$resstr."<li ><i>Field
<u>Department </u> must contain between 0 and 40
characters (no special character)</i></li >\n";}
if($tab[’homeaddress ’]!=1){$resstr=$resstr."<li ><i>
Field <u>Home address </u> must contain between 0 and
200 characters </i></li >\n";}
if($tab[’country ’]!=1){$resstr=$resstr."<li><i>Field <u
>Country </u> must contain between 0 and 40 characters
</i></li >\n";}
if($tab[’countryCode ’]!=1){$resstr=$resstr."<li ><i>
Field <u>country code </u> in home phone must either
be empty or contain between 2 and 5 digits </i></li >\n
";}
if($tab[’homePhone ’]!=1){$resstr=$resstr."<li><i>Field
<u>Home phone </u> must either be empty or contain
between 1 and 15 digits without any special character
</i></li >\n";}
80 if($tab[’street ’]!=1){$resstr=$resstr."<li ><i>Field <u>
street </u> in the danish address must either contain
between 0 and 40 characters </i></li >\n";}
if($tab[’numberIdent ’]!=1){$resstr=$resstr."<li ><i>The
<u>number of the street </u> in the danish address
must either be empty or be a number between 1 and
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999 ( with an optional letter from A to Z)</i></li >\n
";}
82 if($tab[’floor’]!=1){$resstr=$resstr."<li ><i>The <u>
floor </u> in the danish address must either be empty
or be a number between 1 and 99 or ’st ’ or ’kl ’ or ’
k2 ’...’k9 ’ </i></li >\n";}
if($tab[’door’]!=1){$resstr=$resstr."<li><i>Field <u>
side/door/number </u> in the danish address must
contain between 0 and 4 characters </i></li >\n";}
if($tab[’zipCode ’]!=1){$resstr=$resstr."<li><i>Field <u
>zip code </u> in the danish address must either be
empty or contain 4 digits </i></li >\n";}
85 if($tab[’city’]!=1){$resstr=$resstr."<li><i>Field <u>
city </u> in the danish address must either be empty
or contain between 0 and 34 characters </i></li >\n";}
if($tab[’danishPhone ’]!=1){$resstr=$resstr."<li ><i>
Field <u>danish phone </u> in the danish address must
either be empty or contain between 8 and 17 digits
without any special character </i></li >\n";}
$resstr=$resstr."</ul >\n";
90 $resstr=$resstr."<br><INPUT TYPE =\" button \" VALUE =\"
Modify \" onClick =\" history.back()\">";
}
if ($tab[’ok’]==1){
$username=$firstname." ".$lastname;
95 $query="SELECT id FROM $members WHERE username=’
$username ’";
$result=mysql_query($query);
$val=mysql_fetch_array($result);
if(isset($email_public)){$email_public =1;} else{
$email_public =0;}
100 if(isset($birthday_public)){$birthday_public =1;} else{
$birthday_public =0;}
if(isset($department_public)){$department_public =1;}
else{$department_public =0;}
if(isset($homeaddress_public )){$homeaddress_public =1;}
else{$homeaddress_public =0;}
if(isset($country_public)){$country_public =1;} else{
$country_public =0;}
if(isset($homephone_public)){$homephone_public =1;} else{
$homephone_public =0;}
105 if(isset($danishaddress_public)){$danishaddress_public
=1;} else{$danishaddress_public =0;}
if(isset($danishphone_public )){$danishphone_public =1;}
else{$danishphone_public =0;}
$birthday=f2TOf1($birthday);
110
$query="INSERT INTO $members(
username , firstname , lastname , email ,
email_public , birthday ,
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birthday_public , department ,
department_public ,
113 homeaddress , homeaddress_public ,
country , country_public , countryCode
, homephone , homephone_public ,
street , number , floor , doorNumber ,
zipCode , city , danishaddress_public ,
danishphone , danishphone_public
115 ) VALUES (
’$username ’, ’$firstname ’, ’$lastname
’, ’$email ’, ’$email_public ’, ’
$birthday ’, ’$birthday_public ’, ’
$department ’, ’$department_public ’,
’$homeaddress ’, ’$homeaddress_public
’, ’$country ’, ’$country_public ’, ’
$countryCode ’,’$homephone ’, ’
$homephone_public ’,
’$street ’, ’$number ’, ’$floor ’, ’
$doorNumber ’, ’$zipCode ’, ’$city ’, ’
$danishaddress_public ’, ’$danishphone
’, ’$danishphone_public ’)";
119 $result=mysql_query($query);
120 $str1="";
$fp=fopen(’member_explanation ’,"r");
while(!feof($fp)){
$ligne=fgets($fp ,1024);
$str1 .= $ligne;
125 }
fclose($fp);
$sender=array(’The International Committee ’, ’
international -committee@ruc.dk’, ’international -
committee@ruc.dk’);
$subject=’Congratulations # firstname # !! You are almost
member of the International Club’;
130
$explanation = send_mail3($email , $sender , $subject , "
$str1");
if ( $mailing ==’on’) {
$sender=array($firstname , $email ,
$email);
135 $retu = subscribe_mailing($sender);
}
echo construct_table ();
echo construct_tr ();
echo "<td ><pre >$explanation </pre ></td ></tr >";
140 } else {
echo construct_table ();
echo $resstr;
$php_self=$_SERVER[’PHP_SELF ’];
145 $now=date("d-m-Y", time());
}
mysql_close ();
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echo "</body ></html >";
150 ?>
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B.3 incorrectanswers.inc.php
1 <?php
function check_form($firstname ,$lastname , $email ,
$birthday , $department ,
$homeaddress ,
$country ,
$countryCode
, $homePhone ,
$street ,
$number ,
$floor , $door
, $zipCode ,
$city ,
$danishPhone)
{
5 $tab=array(’ok’=>1,
’firstname ’=>0,
’lastname ’=>0,
’email’=>0,
’birthday ’=>0,
10 ’department ’=>0,
’homeaddress ’=>0,
’country ’=>0,
’countryCode ’=>0,
’homePhone ’=>0,
15 ’street ’=>0,
’numberIdent ’=>0,
’floor’=>0,
’door’=>0,
’zipCode ’=>0,
20 ’city’=>0,
’danishPhone ’=>0);
$tab[’firstname ’]= check_string($firstname
,1,50,0);
$tab[’ok’]= valid_ok($tab[’ok’], $tab[’firstname
’]);
25
$tab[’lastname ’]= check_string($lastname ,1,40,0)
;
$tab[’ok’]= valid_ok($tab[’ok’], $tab[’lastname ’
]);
$tab[’email’]= check_email($email);
30 $tab[’ok’]= valid_ok($tab[’ok’], $tab[’email’]);
$tab[’birthday ’]= check_birthday($birthday);
$tab[’ok’]= valid_ok($tab[’ok’], $tab[’birthday ’
]);
35 $tab[’department ’]= check_string($department
,0,40,1);
$tab[’ok’]= valid_ok($tab[’ok’], $tab[’
department ’]);
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$tab[’homeaddress ’]= check_string($homeaddress
,0,200,1);
39 $tab[’ok’]= valid_ok($tab[’ok’], $tab[’
homeaddress ’]);
40
$tab[’country ’]= check_string($country ,0,40,1);
$tab[’ok’]= valid_ok($tab[’ok’], $tab[’country ’
]);
$tab[’countryCode ’]= check_number($countryCode
, 2 , 5 , 1);
45 $tab[’ok’]= valid_ok($tab[’ok’], $tab[’
countryCode ’]);
$tab[’homePhone ’]= check_number($homePhone
, 0 , 15 , 1);
$tab[’ok’]= valid_ok($tab[’ok’], $tab[’homePhone
’]);
50 $tab[’street ’]= check_string($street ,0,40,1);
$tab[’ok’]= valid_ok($tab[’ok’], $tab[’street ’])
;
$tab[’numberIdent ’]= check_numberIdent($number);
$tab[’ok’]= valid_ok($tab[’ok’], $tab[’
numberIdent ’]);
55
$tab[’floor’]= check_floor($floor);
$tab[’ok’]= valid_ok($tab[’ok’], $tab[’floor’]);
$tab[’door’]= check_string($door ,0,4,1);
60 $tab[’ok’]= valid_ok($tab[’ok’], $tab[’door’]);
$tab[’zipCode ’]= check_number($zipCode , 4 , 4 , 1)
;
$tab[’ok’]= valid_ok($tab[’ok’], $tab[’zipCode ’
]);
65 $tab[’city’]= check_string($city ,0,34,1);
$tab[’ok’]= valid_ok($tab[’ok’], $tab[’city’]);
$tab[’danishPhone ’]= check_number($danishPhone
, 8 , 17 , 1);
$tab[’ok’]= valid_ok($tab[’ok’], $tab[’
danishPhone ’]);
70
return $tab;
}
function check_string($value , $minLength , $maxLength ,
$optional){
75 if($optional)
$pattern = "/^([_A-Za -æøåÆØÅz0 -9 -]{".
$minLength.",".$maxLength."})?$/";
else $pattern = "/^[_A-Za -æøåÆØÅz0 -9 -]{".
$minLength.",".$maxLength."}$/";
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return preg_match($pattern , $value);
79 }
80
function check_number($value , $minLength , $maxLength ,
$optional){
$pattern = "/^([0 -9]{".$minLength.",".
$maxLength."})$/";
if(strlen($value) >0){
return preg_match($pattern , $value);
85 }
else return $optional;
}
function check_email($value){
90 $pattern = "/^([_a-æøåz0 -9 -]+(\.[_a-æøåz0 -9-]+)*
@[a-æøåz0 -9 -]+(\.[a-æøåz0 -9-]+) *(\.[a-æøåz
]{2 ,4}))$/";
if(strlen($value) >0){
return preg_match($pattern , $value);
}
else return 1;
95 }
function check_birthday($value){
$pattern = "/^([0 -9]{2} -[0 -9]{2} -[0 -9]{4})$/";
if(strlen($value) >0){
100 return preg_match($pattern , $value);
}
else return 1;
}
105 function check_numberIdent($value){
$pattern = "/^(([1 -9]|[1 -9][0 -9]|[1 -9][0 -9]{2})
|([1 -9][A-Z]|[1 -9][0 -9][A-Z]|[1 -9][0 -9]{2}[A-
Z]))$/";
if(strlen($value) >0){
return preg_match($pattern , $value);
}
110 else return 1;
}
function check_floor($value){
$pattern = "/^([1 -9]|[1 -9][0 -9]|KL|ST|kl|st|k
[2-9]|K[2-9])$/";
115 if(strlen($value) >0){
return preg_match($pattern , $value);
}
else return 1;
}
120
function valid_ok($ok_previous , $value){
if($ok_previous ==1 && $value ==1) return 1;
else return 0;
}
125 ?>
Appendix C
XML Schemas source code
C.1 StudentList.xsd
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF -8"?>
<!-- edited with XMLSpy v2005 U ( http://www.xmlspy.com) by
Clerc (Ruc) -->
<schema xmlns:s="http://www.international -club.ruc.dk/
XMLSchemas" xmlns="http://www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema"
targetNamespace="http://www.international -club.ruc.dk/
XMLSchemas" elementFormDefault="qualified">
<include schemaLocation="http://www.international -club.
ruc.dk/XMLSchemas/StudentInfo.xsd"/>
5 <element name="StudentList" type="s:StudentListType">
<annotation >
<documentation >The List of the students
, result of the search query.</
documentation >
</annotation >
</element >
10 <complexType name="StudentListType">
<sequence >
<element ref="s:StudentInfo" minOccurs=
"0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</sequence >
</complexType >
15 </schema >
71
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C.2 StudentInfo.xsd
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF -8"?>
<!-- edited with XMLSpy v2005 U ( http://www.xmlspy.com) by
Clerc (Ruc) -->
<schema xmlns:s="http://www.international -club.ruc.dk/
XMLSchemas" xmlns:si="http://www.international -club.ruc.dk/
XMLSchemas/StudentInfo" xmlns="http://www.w3.org /2001/
XMLSchema" targetNamespace="http://www.international -club.ruc
.dk/XMLSchemas" elementFormDefault="qualified">
<import namespace="http://www.international -club.ruc.dk
/XMLSchemas/StudentInfo" schemaLocation="http://www.
international -club.ruc.dk/XMLSchemas/StudentInfo/
GeneralInfo.xsd"/>
5 <import namespace="http://www.international -club.ruc.dk
/XMLSchemas/StudentInfo" schemaLocation="http://www.
international -club.ruc.dk/XMLSchemas/StudentInfo/
HomeInfo.xsd"/>
<import namespace="http://www.international -club.ruc.dk
/XMLSchemas/StudentInfo" schemaLocation="http://www.
international -club.ruc.dk/XMLSchemas/StudentInfo/
DanishInfo.xsd"/>
<element name="StudentInfo" type="s:StudentInfoType">
<annotation >
<documentation >All the informations
needed for the student.</
documentation >
10 </annotation >
</element >
<complexType name="StudentInfoType">
<sequence >
<element ref="si:GeneralInfo"/>
15 <element ref="si:HomeInfo"/>
<element ref="si:DanishInfo"/>
</sequence >
</complexType >
</schema >
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C.3 StudentInfo/GeneralInfo.xsd
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF -8"?>
<!-- edited with XMLSpy v2005 U ( http://www.xmlspy.com) by
Clerc (Ruc) -->
<schema xmlns:si="http://www.international -club.ruc.dk/
XMLSchemas/StudentInfo" xmlns:gi="http://www.international -
club.ruc.dk/XMLSchemas/GeneralInfo" xmlns:uvm="http://rep.oio
.dk/uvm.dk/xml/schemas /2004/03/11/" xmlns="http://www.w3.org
/2001/ XMLSchema" xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema"
targetNamespace="http://www.international -club.ruc.dk/
XMLSchemas/StudentInfo" elementFormDefault="qualified">
<import namespace="http://www.international -club.ruc.dk
/XMLSchemas/GeneralInfo" schemaLocation="http://www.
international -club.ruc.dk/XMLSchemas/GeneralInfo/
PersonName.xsd"/>
5 <import namespace="http://rep.oio.dk/uvm.dk/xml/schemas
/2004/03/11/" schemaLocation="http://rep.oio.dk/uvm.
dk/xml/schemas /2004/03/11/ UVM_EmailAddress.xsd"/>
<import namespace="http://www.international -club.ruc.dk
/XMLSchemas/GeneralInfo" schemaLocation="http://www.
international -club.ruc.dk/XMLSchemas/GeneralInfo/
BirthdayDate.xsd"/>
<import namespace="http://www.international -club.ruc.dk
/XMLSchemas/GeneralInfo" schemaLocation="http://www.
international -club.ruc.dk/XMLSchemas/GeneralInfo/
Department.xsd"/>
<element name="GeneralInfo" type="si:GeneralInfoType">
<annotation >
10 <documentation >General information
about the student:: person name (
Given Name+Surname), email , birthday
and department at RUC.</documentation
>
</annotation >
</element >
<complexType name="GeneralInfoType">
<sequence >
15 <element ref="gi:PersonName"/>
<element ref="uvm:EmailAddress"
minOccurs="0"/>
<element ref="gi:BirthdayDate"
minOccurs="0"/>
<element ref="gi:Department" minOccurs=
"0"/>
</sequence >
20 </complexType >
</schema >
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C.4 StudentInfo/HomeInfo.xsd
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF -8"?>
<schema xmlns:si="http://www.international -club.ruc.dk/
XMLSchemas/StudentInfo" xmlns:hi="http://www.international -
club.ruc.dk/XMLSchemas/HomeInfo" xmlns="http://www.w3.org
/2001/ XMLSchema" targetNamespace="http://www.international -
club.ruc.dk/XMLSchemas/StudentInfo" elementFormDefault="
qualified">
<import namespace="http://www.international -club.ruc.dk
/XMLSchemas/HomeInfo" schemaLocation="http://www.
international -club.ruc.dk/XMLSchemas/HomeInfo/
HomeAddress.xsd"/>
<import namespace="http://www.international -club.ruc.dk
/XMLSchemas/HomeInfo" schemaLocation="http://www.
international -club.ruc.dk/XMLSchemas/HomeInfo/
HomePhone.xsd"/>
5 <import namespace="http://www.international -club.ruc.dk
/XMLSchemas/HomeInfo" schemaLocation="http://www.
international -club.ruc.dk/XMLSchemas/HomeInfo/
HomeCountry.xsd"/>
<element name="HomeInfo" type="si:HomeInfoType">
<annotation >
<documentation >The home informations of
the student: home address in only
one string , the phone number and the
country code.</documentation >
</annotation >
10 </element >
<complexType name="HomeInfoType">
<sequence >
<element ref="hi:HomeAddress" minOccurs
="0"/>
<element ref="hi:HomePhone" minOccurs="
0"/>
15 <element ref="hi:HomeCountry" minOccurs
="0"/>
</sequence >
</complexType >
</schema >
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C.5 StudentInfo/DanishInfo.xsd
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF -8"?>
<!-- edited with XMLSpy v2005 U ( http://www.xmlspy.com) by
Clerc (Ruc) -->
<schema xmlns:si="http://www.international -club.ruc.dk/
XMLSchemas/StudentInfo" xmlns:di="http://www.international -
club.ruc.dk/XMLSchemas/DanishInfo" xmlns="http://www.w3.org
/2001/ XMLSchema" targetNamespace="http://www.international -
club.ruc.dk/XMLSchemas/StudentInfo" elementFormDefault="
qualified">
<import namespace="http://www.international -club.ruc.dk
/XMLSchemas/DanishInfo" schemaLocation="http://www.
international -club.ruc.dk/XMLSchemas/DanishInfo/
DanishAddress.xsd"/>
5 <import namespace="http://www.international -club.ruc.dk
/XMLSchemas/DanishInfo" schemaLocation="http://www.
international -club.ruc.dk/XMLSchemas/DanishInfo/
DanishPhone.xsd"/>
<element name="DanishInfo" type="si:DanishInfoType">
<annotation >
<documentation >The danish informations
concerning the student: his danish
adress and his phone number in
denmark.</documentation >
</annotation >
10 </element >
<complexType name="DanishInfoType">
<sequence >
<element ref="di:DanishAddress"
minOccurs="0"/>
<element ref="di:DanishPhone" minOccurs
="0"/>
15 </sequence >
</complexType >
</schema >
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C.6 GeneralInfo/PersonName.xsd
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF -8"?>
<schema xmlns:gi="http://www.international -club.ruc.dk/
XMLSchemas/GeneralInfo" xmlns="http://www.w3.org /2001/
XMLSchema" xmlns:dkcc="http://rep.oio.dk/ebxml/xml/schemas/
dkcc /2003/02/13/" targetNamespace="http://www.international -
club.ruc.dk/XMLSchemas/GeneralInfo" elementFormDefault="
qualified" attributeFormDefault="unqualified" version="1.0">
<import namespace="http://rep.oio.dk/ebxml/xml/schemas/
dkcc /2003/02/13/" schemaLocation="http://rep.oio.dk/
ebxml/xml/schemas/dkcc /2003/02/13/
DKCC_PersonGivenName.xsd"/>
<import namespace="http://rep.oio.dk/ebxml/xml/schemas/
dkcc /2003/02/13/" schemaLocation="http://rep.oio.dk/
ebxml/xml/schemas/dkcc /2003/02/13/
DKCC_PersonSurnameName.xsd"/>
5 <element name="PersonName" type="gi:PersonNameType">
<annotation >
<documentation >Person name including
given name and a surname.</
documentation >
</annotation >
</element >
10 <complexType name="PersonNameType">
<annotation >
<documentation >Type for names of
persons.</documentation >
</annotation >
<sequence >
15 <element ref="dkcc:PersonGivenName"/>
<element ref="dkcc:PersonSurnameName"/>
</sequence >
</complexType >
</schema >
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C.7 GeneralInfo/BirthdayDate.xsd
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF -8"?>
<schema xmlns="http://www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema" xmlns:gi="
http://www.international -club.ruc.dk/XMLSchemas/GeneralInfo"
targetNamespace="http://www.international -club.ruc.dk/
XMLSchemas/GeneralInfo" elementFormDefault="qualified"
attributeFormDefault="unqualified">
<element name="BirthdayDate" type="gi:BirthdayDateType "
>
<annotation >
5 <documentation >The birthday date of the
student , having the YYYY -DD -MM
format </documentation >
</annotation >
</element >
<simpleType name="BirthdayDateType">
<restriction base="token">
10 <pattern value="
[0 -9]{4} -[0 -9]{2} -[0 -9]{2}"/>
</restriction >
</simpleType >
</schema >
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C.8 GeneralInfo/Department.xsd
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF -8"?>
<schema xmlns:gi="http://www.international -club.ruc.dk/
XMLSchemas/GeneralInfo" xmlns="http://www.w3.org /2001/
XMLSchema" targetNamespace="http://www.international -club.ruc
.dk/XMLSchemas/GeneralInfo" elementFormDefault="qualified"
attributeFormDefault="qualified" version="1.1">
<element name="Department" type="gi:DepartmentType">
<annotation >
5 <documentation >The department of the
student in RUC. Just a string.</
documentation >
</annotation >
</element >
<simpleType name="DepartmentType">
<restriction base="string">
10 <minLength value="1"/>
<maxLength value="40"/>
</restriction >
</simpleType >
</schema >
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C.9 HomeInfo/HomeAddress.xsd
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF -8"?>
<schema xmlns:hi="http://www.international -club.ruc.dk/
XMLSchemas/HomeInfo" xmlns="http://www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema"
targetNamespace="http://www.international -club.ruc.dk/
XMLSchemas/HomeInfo" elementFormDefault="qualified"
attributeFormDefault="qualified" version="1.1">
<element name="HomeAddress" type="hi:HomeAddressType">
<annotation >
5 <documentation >The address of the
student in his home country . Just a
string.</documentation >
</annotation >
</element >
<simpleType name="HomeAddressType">
<restriction base="string">
10 <minLength value="0"/>
<maxLength value="60"/>
</restriction >
</simpleType >
</schema >
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C.10 HomeInfo/HomePhone.xsd
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF -8"?>
<schema xmlns:hi="http://www.international -club.ruc.dk/
XMLSchemas/HomeInfo" xmlns:hf="http://www.international -club.
ruc.dk/XMLSchemas/HomeInfo/HomePhone" xmlns="http://www.w3.
org /2001/ XMLSchema" targetNamespace="http://www.international
-club.ruc.dk/XMLSchemas/HomeInfo" elementFormDefault="
qualified">
<include schemaLocation="http://www.international -club.
ruc.dk/XMLSchemas/HomeInfo/PhoneNumber.xsd"/>
<include schemaLocation="http://www.international -club.
ruc.dk/XMLSchemas/HomeInfo/CountryCode.xsd"/>
5 <element name="HomePhone" type="hi:HomePhoneType">
<annotation >
<documentation >The home informations of
the student: home address in only
one string , the phone number and the
country code.</documentation >
</annotation >
</element >
10 <complexType name="HomePhoneType">
<sequence >
<element ref="hi:CountryCode" minOccurs
="0"/>
<element ref="hi:PhoneNumber"/>
</sequence >
15 </complexType >
</schema >
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C.11 HomeInfo/HomeCountry.xsd
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF -8"?>
<schema xmlns:hi="http://www.international -club.ruc.dk/
XMLSchemas/HomeInfo" xmlns="http://www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema"
targetNamespace="http://www.international -club.ruc.dk/
XMLSchemas/HomeInfo" elementFormDefault="qualified"
attributeFormDefault="qualified" version="1.1">
<element name="HomeCountry" type="hi:HomeCountryType">
<annotation >
5 <documentation >The home country name of
the student . Just a string.</
documentation >
</annotation >
</element >
<simpleType name="HomeCountryType">
<restriction base="string">
10 <minLength value="1"/>
<maxLength value="40"/>
</restriction >
</simpleType >
</schema >
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C.12 HomeInfo/CountryCode.xsd
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF -8"?>
<schema xmlns:hi="http://www.international -club.ruc.dk/
XMLSchemas/HomeInfo" xmlns="http://www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema"
targetNamespace="http://www.international -club.ruc.dk/
XMLSchemas/HomeInfo" elementFormDefault="qualified"
attributeFormDefault="qualified" version="1.1">
<element name="HomeCountry" type="hi:HomeCountryType">
<annotation >
5 <documentation >The home country name of
the student . Just a string.</
documentation >
</annotation >
</element >
<simpleType name="HomeCountryType">
<restriction base="string">
10 <minLength value="1"/>
<maxLength value="40"/>
</restriction >
</simpleType >
</schema >
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C.13 HomeInfo/HomePhone.xsd
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF -8"?>
<schema xmlns:hi="http://www.international -club.ruc.dk/
XMLSchemas/HomeInfo" xmlns:hf="http://www.international -club.
ruc.dk/XMLSchemas/HomeInfo/HomePhone" xmlns="http://www.w3.
org /2001/ XMLSchema" targetNamespace="http://www.international
-club.ruc.dk/XMLSchemas/HomeInfo" elementFormDefault="
qualified">
<include schemaLocation="http://www.international -club.
ruc.dk/XMLSchemas/HomeInfo/PhoneNumber.xsd"/>
<include schemaLocation="http://www.international -club.
ruc.dk/XMLSchemas/HomeInfo/CountryCode.xsd"/>
5 <element name="HomePhone" type="hi:HomePhoneType">
<annotation >
<documentation >The home informations of
the student: home address in only
one string , the phone number and the
country code.</documentation >
</annotation >
</element >
10 <complexType name="HomePhoneType">
<sequence >
<element ref="hi:CountryCode" minOccurs
="0"/>
<element ref="hi:PhoneNumber"/>
</sequence >
15 </complexType >
</schema >
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C.14 DanishInfo/DanishAddress.xsd
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF -8"?>
<schema xmlns:di="http://www.international -club.ruc.dk/
XMLSchemas/DanishInfo" xmlns:dkcc="http://rep.oio.dk/ebxml/
xml/schemas/dkcc /2003/02/13/" xmlns="http://www.w3.org /2001/
XMLSchema" targetNamespace="http://www.international -club.ruc
.dk/XMLSchemas/DanishInfo" elementFormDefault="qualified">
<import namespace="http://rep.oio.dk/ebxml/xml/schemas/
dkcc /2003/02/13/" schemaLocation="http://rep.oio.dk/
ebxml/xml/schemas/dkcc /2003/02/13/ DKCC_StreetName.xsd
"/>
<import namespace="http://rep.oio.dk/ebxml/xml/schemas/
dkcc /2003/02/13/" schemaLocation="http://rep.oio.dk/
ebxml/xml/schemas/dkcc /2003/02/13/
DKCC_StreetBuildingIdentifier .xsd"/>
5 <import namespace="http://rep.oio.dk/ebxml/xml/schemas/
dkcc /2003/02/13/" schemaLocation="http://rep.oio.dk/
ebxml/xml/schemas/dkcc /2003/02/13/
DKCC_FloorIdentifier.xsd"/>
<import namespace="http://rep.oio.dk/ebxml/xml/schemas/
dkcc /2003/02/13/" schemaLocation="http://rep.oio.dk/
ebxml/xml/schemas/dkcc /2003/02/13/
DKCC_SuiteIdentifier.xsd"/>
<import namespace="http://rep.oio.dk/ebxml/xml/schemas/
dkcc /2003/02/13/" schemaLocation="http://rep.oio.dk/
ebxml/xml/schemas/dkcc /2003/02/13/
DKCC_DistrictSubdivisionIdentifier.xsd"/>
<import namespace="http://rep.oio.dk/ebxml/xml/schemas/
dkcc /2003/02/13/" schemaLocation="http://rep.oio.dk/
ebxml/xml/schemas/dkcc /2003/02/13/
DKCC_PostCodeIdentifier .xsd"/>
<element name="DanishAddress" type="
di:DanishAddressType">
10 <annotation >
<documentation >Full textual address
identification composed by street
name , street building identifier (da
. house number ~ husnummer) , floor -
and suiteidentifier (da: door ~ ’side
-/Ã¸drbetegnelse ’) plus district
subdivision (da.: bynavn), postcode.<
/documentation >
</annotation >
</element >
<complexType name="DanishAddressType">
15 <sequence >
<element ref="dkcc:StreetName"
minOccurs="0"/>
<element ref="
dkcc:StreetBuildingIdentifier "
minOccurs="0"/>
<element ref="dkcc:FloorIdentifier"
minOccurs="0"/>
<element ref="dkcc:SuiteIdentifier"
minOccurs="0"/>
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20 <element ref="
dkcc:DistrictSubdivisionIdentifier"
minOccurs="0"/>
21 <element ref="dkcc:PostCodeIdentifier "
minOccurs="0"/>
</sequence >
</complexType >
</schema >
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C.15 DanishInfo/DanishPhone.xsd
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF -8"?>
<schema xmlns:di="http://www.international -club.ruc.dk/
XMLSchemas/DanishInfo" xmlns="http://www.w3.org /2001/
XMLSchema" targetNamespace="http://www.international -club.ruc
.dk/XMLSchemas/DanishInfo" elementFormDefault="qualified">
<element name="DanishPhone" type="
di:TelephoneNumberType">
<annotation >
5 <documentation >A number , possibly
including the country code and/or a
location code , of 8 to 17 digitd ,
representing the danish phone of the
student.
</documentation >
</annotation >
</element >
<simpleType name="TelephoneNumberType ">
10 <restriction base="string">
<pattern value="(\+) ?[0 -9]{8 ,17}"/>
</restriction >
</simpleType >
</schema >
Appendix D
Search engine source code
D.1 search_form.php
1 <?php
/* this file is used to search a student , and to
view its profil.
5 */
$body =1;
// inclusion of the headers
include ’inc/headers.inc.php’;
10
//to change date format
include ’inc/date.inc.php’;
//to send a mail
15 include ’inc/mail.inc.php’;
//to construct tables :
include ’inc/construct_table.inc.php’;
20 // connection to the database
require ’inc/database_connect.inc.php’;
?>
25 <form name="search_engine" action="search.php" method="post"
enctype="multipart/form -data">
<table width="40%" border="0" align="center">
<tbody >
<tr >
30 <td height="49" align="center">
Search
<input name="search_value" type="text" size="50">
<input type="submit" name="search" value="Go !">
</td>
35 </tr>
<tr ><td >
<table width="100%"border="1">
<tbody >
<tr>
87
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40 <td >
41 In personal informations
</td>
<td >
In address / phone number
45 </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td >
<input name="fns" value="checkbox" type
="checkbox" checked >First name <br >
50 <input name="lns" value="checkbox" type
="checkbox" checked >Last name <br >
<input name="bs" value="checkbox" type=
"checkbox">Birthday <br>
<input name="dpts" value="checkbox"
type="checkbox">Department <br>
<input name="ems" value="checkbox" type
="checkbox">e-mail address
</td>
55 <td >
<input name="has" value="checkbox" type
="checkbox">Home address <br >
<input name="hcs" value="checkbox" type
="checkbox">Home country <br >
<input name="phs" value="checkbox" type
="checkbox">Phone number <br >
<input name="das" value="checkbox" type
="checkbox">Danish address <br>
60 </td>
</tr>
</tbody >
</table >
</td>
65 </tr>
</tbody >
</table >
<p><div align="center"><a href="./doc/UserDocSearch.
html" target="_blank">Need Help ?</a></div ></p>
</form >
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D.2 search.php
1 <?php
/* this file is used to search a student , and to
view its profil.
5 */
include ’search_form.php’;
include ’inc/displayresult.php’;
10
include ’inc/generate_XML_flow.php’;
include ’inc/manage_XML_files.php’;
15 $dir_for_generated_XML_files =’/home/matthieu/www -international -
club/project/xmlFiles/’;
$ok=0;
$search_value=$_POST[’search_value ’];
$fns=$_POST[’fns’]; if(isset($fns)){$ok =1;}
$lns=$_POST[’lns’]; if(isset($lns)){$ok =1;}
20 $bs=$_POST[’bs’]; if(isset($bs)){$ok =1;}
$dpts=$_POST[’dpts’]; if(isset($dpts)){$ok =1;}
$ems=$_POST[’ems’]; if(isset($ems)){$ok =1;}
$has=$_POST[’has’]; if(isset($has)){$ok =1;}
$hcs=$_POST[’hcs’]; if(isset($hcs)){$ok =1;}
25 $pns=$_POST[’pns’]; if(isset($pns)){$ok =1;}
$das=$_POST[’das’]; if(isset($das)){$ok =1;}
if($ok ==1){
30 $search_string = "%$search_value%";
$at_least_one =0;
$query_search="
SELECT
*
35 FROM $members
WHERE ";
/* fields to select will be "*" after */
if(isset($fns)){
40 if($at_least_one ==1){
$query_search .="OR ";
}
$query_search .="firstname LIKE ’$search_string ’
";
$at_least_one =1;
45 }
if(isset($lns)){
if($at_least_one ==1){
$query_search .="OR ";
50 }
$query_search .="lastname LIKE ’$search_string ’"
;
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$at_least_one =1;
53 }
55 if(isset($bs)){
if($at_least_one ==1){
$query_search .="OR ";
}
$query_search .="( birthday_public =’1’ AND
birthday LIKE ’$search_string ’)";
60 $at_least_one =1;
}
if(isset($dpts)){
if($at_least_one ==1){
65 $query_search .="OR ";
}
$query_search .="( department_public = ’1’ AND
department LIKE ’$search_string ’)";
$at_least_one =1;
}
70
if(isset($ems)){
if($at_least_one ==1){
$query_search .="OR ";
}
75 $query_search .="(email_public =’1’ AND email
LIKE ’$search_string ’)";
$at_least_one =1;
}
if(isset($has)){
80 if($at_least_one ==1){
$query_search .="OR ";
}
$query_search .="( ( homeaddress_public =’1’ AND
homeaddress LIKE ’$search_string ’) OR (
country_public =’1’ AND country LIKE ’
$search_string ’))";
$at_least_one =1;
85 }
if(isset($hcs)){
if($at_least_one ==1){
$query_search .="OR ";
90 }
$query_search .="( country_public =’1’ AND
country LIKE ’$search_string ’)";
$at_least_one =1;
}
95 if(isset($pns)){
if($at_least_one ==1){
$query_search .="OR ";
}
$query_search .=" (( homephone_public =’1’ AND
homephone LIKE ’$search_string ’) OR (
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danishphone_public = ’1’ AND danishphone LIKE
’$search_string ’))";
100 $at_least_one =1;
}
if(isset($das)){
if($at_least_one ==1){
105 $query_search .="OR ";
}
$query_search .=" ( danishaddress_public = ’1’
AND ( street LIKE ’$search_string ’ OR
number LIKE ’$search_string ’ OR
floor LIKE ’$search_string ’ OR
110 doorNumber LIKE ’$search_string ’ OR
zipCode LIKE ’$search_string ’ OR
city LIKE ’$search_string ’))";
$at_least_one =1;
}
115
$at_least_one =0;
$result=mysql_query($query_search) or die("Query failed
");;
$num_answer=mysql_num_rows($result);
120
$xmlFlow = generate_XML_flow($result); // generate the
XML flow
//echo $xmlFlow;
$fileGenerated=manage_XML_files(
$dir_for_generated_XML_files ,$xmlFlow);
125 $path_parts = pathinfo($fileGenerated);
$fileToDisplay=$path_parts["basename"];
echo "<p align =\" center\" ><a href =\"".’xmlFiles/’.
$fileToDisplay."\" target =\" _blank\">View as an XML
File </a><br ></p>";
130 if($num_answer >0){
mysql_data_seek($result , 0);// put the counter
at the beginning of the search result
}
display_all($result); // display the result in the page
135
echo "<p align = \" center\">End of the search : ".
$num_answer." results found.</p>";
$ok=0;
}
140 else{
echo "<p>You have to check at least one box </p>
";
}
?>
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D.3 displayresult.php
1 <?php
// $result is the result of the request
//this is to display the result of the search
5
function filter_data_binarie ($data , $data_public){
//this function is used to filter data concerning publicy : if
a data should not be public , then its value becomes " ".
if($data_public ==1) return $data;
else return "<i>private </i> ";
10 }
function filter_data_danishaddress($street , $number , $floor ,
$doorNumber , $zipCode , $city , $danishaddress_public){
//this function is used to filter danish address concerning
publicy : if a danish address should not be public , then its
value becomes " ".
if($danishaddress_public ==1) return $street." ".$number
." , ".$floor." ".$doorNumber."<br>".$zipCode." ".
$city;
15 else return "<i>private </i> ";
}
function filter_data_homeaddress ($homeaddress , $country ,
$homeaddress_public , $country_public){
//this function is used to filter home address and country
concerning publicy :
20 //if only the address should be public , then its returns its
value ; " " otherwise.
//same thing for the country.
if($homeaddress_public ==1) $retval=$homeaddress."<br>";
else $retval="<i>address private </i><br > ";
25
if($country_public ==1) $retval=$retval.$country;
else $retval=$retval."<i>country private </i>";
return $retval;
30 }
function filter_data_homephone($countryCode ,$homephone ,
$homephone_public){
if($homephone_public ==1) return $countryCode." ".
$homephone;
else return "<i>private </i> ";
35 }
function display_oneperson($name , $firstname , $emailString ,
$birthdayString , $departmentString , $homeaddressString ,
$homephoneString , $danishaddressString , $danishphoneString ,
$color)
{
?>
40 <TR bgcolor=
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<?php
42 echo $color;
?>
>
45 <TD style="vertical -align: top;">
<TABLE name=onePerson style=" text -align: left;" border =0
cellpadding =2 cellspacing =2 >
<TBODY >
<TR>
<TD style="vertical -align: top; ">
50 <TABLE name=GeneralInformations style="width : 100%; text -align
: left;" border =0 cellpadding =2 cellspacing=2>
<TBODY >
<TR>
<TD style="vertical -align: top;">
<TABLE name=name style="width : 100%; text -align: left;" border
=0 cellpadding =2 cellspacing=2>
55 <TBODY >
<TR>
<TD style="vertical -align: top;" width=2%><SMALL ><SPAN style="
font -style: italic;">Name </SPAN ></SMALL ></TD>
<TD style="vertical -align: top; background -color: rgb
(204 , 204 , 204);">
<?php
60 echo $name;
?>
</TD >
<TD style="vertical -align: top;" width=20%><SMALL ><SPAN style="
font -style: italic;">First Name </SPAN ></SMALL ></TD>
<TD style="vertical -align: top; background -color: rgb
(204 , 204 , 204);">
65 <?php
echo $firstname;
?>
</TD >
</TR >
70 </TBODY >
</TABLE >
</TD >
</TR >
<TR>
75 <TD style="vertical -align: top;">
<TABLE name=email style="width : 100%; text -align: left;" border
=0 cellpadding =2 cellspacing=2>
<TBODY >
<TR>
<TD style="vertical -align: top;"><SMALL ><SPAN style="font -style
: italic;">Email address </SPAN > </SMALL ></TD>
80 <TD style="vertical -align: top; background -color: rgb
(204 , 204 , 204);">
<?php
//if(1){
if(strcasecmp ( $emailString , "<i>private </i> ")==0){
echo $emailString;
85 }else{ echo "<A href =\" mailto:".$emailString." target
=\"\">".$emailString."</A>";
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}
87 ?>
</TD >
</TR >
90 </TBODY >
</TABLE >
</TD >
</TR >
<TR>
95 <TD style="vertical -align: top;">
<TABLE name=birthdayanddepartment style="width : 100%; text -
align: left;" border =0 cellpadding =2 cellspacing=2>
<TBODY >
<TR>
<TD style="vertical -align: top;"><SMALL ><SPAN style="font -style
: italic;" width=7%>Birthday </SPAN > </SMALL ></TD >
100 <TD style="vertical -align: top; background -color: rgb
(204 , 204 , 204);">
<?php
echo $birthdayString;
?>
</TD >
105 <TD style="vertical -align: top;"><SMALL ><SPAN style="font -style
: italic;" width=7%> Department </SPAN > </SMALL ></TD>
<TD style="vertical -align: top; background -color: rgb
(204 , 204 , 204);">
<?php
echo $departmentString;
?>
110 </TD >
</TR >
</TBODY >
</TABLE >
</TD >
115 </TR >
</TBODY >
</TABLE >
</TD >
<TD style="vertical -align: top;">
120 <TABLE name=DanishInformation style="width : 100%; text -align:
left;" border =0 cellpadding =2 cellspacing=2>
<TBODY >
<TR>
<TD style="vertical -align: top;">
<TABLE name=DanishAddress style="width : 100%; text -align: left;
" border =0 cellpadding =2 cellspacing=2>
125 <TBODY >
<TR>
<TD style="vertical -align: top;"><SMALL ><SPAN style="font -style
: italic;">Danish address </SPAN > </SMALL ><BR ></TD>
</TR >
<TR>
130 <TD style="vertical -align: top; background -color: rgb
(204 , 204 , 204);">
<?php
echo $danishaddressString;
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?>
134 </TD >
135 </TR >
</TBODY >
</TABLE >
</TD >
</TR >
140 <TR>
<TD style="vertical -align: top;">
<TABLE name=DanishPhone style="width : 100%; text -align: left;"
border =0 cellpadding =2 cellspacing=2>
<TBODY >
<TR>
145 <TD style="vertical -align: top;"><SMALL ><SPAN style="font -style
: italic;">DanishPhoneNumber </SPAN > </SMALL ><BR ></TD >
</TR >
<TR>
<TD style="vertical -align: top; background -color: rgb
(204 , 204 , 204);">
<?php
150 echo $danishphoneString;
?>
</TD >
</TR >
</TBODY >
155 </TABLE >
</TD >
</TR >
</TBODY >
</TABLE >
160 </TD >
<TD style="vertical -align: top;">
<TABLE name=HomeInformation style="width : 100%; text -align:
left;" border =0 cellpadding =2 cellspacing=2>
<TBODY >
<TR>
165 <TD style="vertical -align: top;">
<TABLE name=HomeAddress style="width : 100%; text -align: left;"
border =0 cellpadding =2 cellspacing=2>
<TBODY >
<TR>
<TD style="vertical -align: top;"><SMALL ><SPAN style="font -style
: italic;">Home address </SPAN > </SMALL ></TD >
170 </TR >
<TR>
<TD style="vertical -align: top; background -color: rgb
(204 , 204 , 204);">
<?php
echo $homeaddressString;
175 ?>
</TD >
</TR >
</TBODY >
</TABLE >
180 </TD >
</TR >
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</TBODY >
183 </TABLE >
<TABLE name=HomePhone style="width : 100%; text -align: left;"
border =0 cellpadding =2 cellspacing=2>
185 <TBODY >
<TR>
<TD style="vertical -align: top;"><SMALL ><SPAN style="font -style
: italic;">Home phone </SPAN > </SMALL ></TD>
</TR >
<TR>
190 <TD style="vertical -align: top; background -color: rgb
(204 , 204 , 204);">
<?php
echo $homephoneString;
?>
</TD >
195 </TR >
</TBODY >
</TABLE >
</TD >
</TR >
200 </TBODY >
</TABLE >
</TD >
</TR >
205 <?php
}
210
function display_all($result){
echo "<TABLE align =\" center \" name=allPersons style =\" width
: 80%; text -align: left ;\" border =1 cellpadding =2 cellspacing
=2>";
215 echo "<TBODY >";
$count =0;
while ($row = mysql_fetch_array($result , MYSQL_ASSOC)) {
//for each result of the search
220 $count=$count +1;
if ( $count % 2 == 0) $color="#FFFFFF";
else $color="#EEEEEE";
225 $name=$row["lastname"];
$firstname=$row["firstname"];
$email=$row["email"];
$email_public=$row["email_public"];
$birthday=$row["birthday"];
230 $birthday_public = $row["birthday_public"];
$department=$row["department"];
$department_public=$row["department_public"];
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$danishphone=$row["danishphone"];
234 $danishphone_public =$row["danishphone_public"];
235 $homeaddress=$row["homeaddress"];
$country=$row["country"];
$homeaddress_public =$row["homeaddress_public"];
$country_public=$row["country_public"];
$countryCode=$row["countryCode"];
240 $homephone=$row["homephone"];
$homephone_public=$row["homephone_public"];
$street=$row["street"];
$number=$row["number"];
$floor=$row["floor"];
245 $doorNumber=$row["doorNumber"];
$zipCode=$row["zipCode"];
$city=$row["city"];
$danishaddress_public=$row["danishaddress_public"];
250
$email=filter_data_binarie ($email , $email_public);
$birthday=filter_data_binarie ($birthday , $birthday_public);
$department=filter_data_binarie ($department , $department_public
);
$danishphone=filter_data_binarie ($danishphone ,
$danishphone_public );
255 $homeaddress=filter_data_homeaddress ($homeaddress , $country ,
$homeaddress_public , $country_public);
$homephone=filter_data_homephone($countryCode ,$homephone ,
$homephone_public);
$danishaddress=filter_data_danishaddress($street , $number ,
$floor , $doorNumber , $zipCode , $city , $danishaddress_public);
display_oneperson($name , $firstname , $email , $birthday ,
$department , $homeaddress , $homephone , $danishaddress ,
$danishphone , $color);
260
}
echo "</TBODY ></TABLE >\n";
265 // mysql_free_result($result);
}
?>
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D.4 generate_XML_flow.php
1 <?php
function buildElement($data , $data_public , $tagName){
if($data_public ==1 && strcasecmp($data , "")!=0){
5 return "<".$tagName.">".$data."</".$tagName.">"
;
}else return "";
}
function buildElementHomePhone($countryCode , $phoneNumber ,
$phone_public){
10 if($phone_public ==1 && strcasecmp($phoneNumber , "")!=0)
{
$resStr="<hi:HomePhone >\n";
if(strcasecmp($countryCode , "")!=0){
$resStr=$resStr."
<hi:CountryCode >".
$countryCode."</hi:CountryCode >\n";
}
15 $resStr=$resStr." <hi:
PhoneNumber >".$phoneNumber."</hi:PhoneNumber
>\n";
$resStr=$resStr." </hi:HomePhone >
";
return $resStr;
}
20 else return "";
}
function buildElementDanishAddress($street , $number , $floor ,
$door , $city , $zipcode , $address_public){
if($address_public ==1){
25 $resStr="<di:DanishAddress >\n";
if(strcasecmp($street , "")!=0){
$resStr=$resStr."
<dkcc:StreetName >".$street."
</dkcc:StreetName >\n";
}
if(strcasecmp($number , "")!=0){
30 $resStr=$resStr."
<dkcc:
StreetBuildingIdentifier >".$number."
</dkcc:StreetBuildingIdentifier >\n";
}
if(strcasecmp($floor , "")!=0){
$resStr=$resStr."
<dkcc:FloorIdentifier >".
$floor." </dkcc:FloorIdentifier >\n";
}
35 if(strcasecmp($door , "")!=0){
$resStr=$resStr."
<dkcc:SuiteIdentifier >".$door
."</dkcc:SuiteIdentifier >\n";
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}
38 if(strcasecmp($city , "")!=0){
$resStr=$resStr."
<dkcc:
DistrictSubdivisionIdentifier >".$city
."</dkcc:
DistrictSubdivisionIdentifier >\n";
40 }
if(strcasecmp($zipcode , "")!=0){
$resStr=$resStr."
<dkcc:PostCodeIdentifier >".
$zipcode."</dkcc:PostCodeIdentifier >\
n";
}
$resStr=$resStr." </di:
DanishAddress >";
45
return $resStr;
}
else return "";
}
50
function buildElementGeneralInformation ($firstname ,$lastname ,
$email , $email_public , $birthday , $birthday_public ,
$department , $department_public){
$resstr = "<si:GeneralInfo >\n";
$resstr = $resstr." <gi:PersonName >\n";
$resstr = $resstr." ".buildElement(
$firstname ,1,"dkcc:PersonGivenName")."\n";
55 $resstr = $resstr." ".buildElement(
$lastname ,1,"dkcc:PersonSurnameName")."\n";
$resstr = $resstr." </gi:PersonName >\n";
$resstr = $resstr." ".buildElement($email ,
$email_public ,"uvm:EmailAddress")."\n";
$resstr = $resstr." ".buildElement(
$birthday ,$birthday_public ,"gi:BirthdayDate")."\n";
$resstr = $resstr." ".buildElement(
$department ,$department_public ,"gi:Department")."\n";
60
$resstr = $resstr." </si:GeneralInfo >";
return $resstr;
}
65
function buildElementHomeInformation($homeaddress ,
$homeaddress_public , $countryCode , $phoneNumber ,
$homephone_public , $country , $country_public){
$resstr = "<si:HomeInfo >\n";
$resstr = $resstr." ".buildElement(
$homeaddress ,$homeaddress_public ,"hi:HomeAddress")."\
n";
$resstr = $resstr." ".buildElementHomePhone
($countryCode , $phoneNumber , $homephone_public);
70 $resstr = $resstr." ".buildElement($country
,$country_public ,"hi:HomeCountry")."\n";
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$resstr = $resstr." </si:HomeInfo >";
73
return $resstr;
75 }
function buildElementDanishInformation ($street , $number , $floor
, $door , $city , $zipcode , $address_public , $danishPhone ,
$danishPhone_public ){
$resstr = "<si:DanishInfo >\n";
$resstr = $resstr." ".
buildElementDanishAddress($street , $number , $floor ,
$door , $city , $zipcode , $address_public)."\n";
80 $resstr = $resstr." ".buildElement(
$danishPhone ,$danishPhone_public ,"di:DanishPhone")."\
n";
$resstr = $resstr." </si:DanishInfo >";
return $resstr;
}
85
function buildElementStudent ($firstname ,$lastname ,$email ,
$email_public , $birthday , $birthday_public , $department ,
$department_public , $homeaddress , $homeaddress_public ,
$countryCode , $phoneNumber , $homephone_public , $country ,
$country_public , $street , $number , $floor , $door , $city ,
$zipcode , $address_public , $danishPhone , $danishPhone_public )
{
$resstr="<StudentInfo >\n";
90 $resstr = $resstr." ".
buildElementGeneralInformation ($firstname ,$lastname ,
$email , $email_public , $birthday , $birthday_public ,
$department , $department_public)."\n";
$resstr = $resstr." ".buildElementHomeInformation(
$homeaddress , $homeaddress_public , $countryCode ,
$phoneNumber , $homephone_public , $country ,
$country_public)."\n";
$resstr = $resstr." ".buildElementDanishInformation
($street , $number , $floor , $door , $city , $zipcode ,
$address_public , $danishPhone , $danishPhone_public )."
\n";
$resstr = $resstr." </StudentInfo >\n";
95 //echo $resstr;
return $resstr;
}
100 function generate_XML_flow($search_result){
//be careful with the format , here it has been changed from to
UTF -8 to ISO -8859 -1 for testing
$resstr=" <?xml version =\"1.0\" encoding =\"UTF -8\"? >\n
<StudentList
xmlns =\" http ://www.international -club.
ruc.dk/XMLSchemas \" \n
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105 xmlns:si=\" http :// www.international -
club.ruc.dk/XMLSchemas/StudentInfo
\" \n
106 xmlns:gi=\" http :// www.international -
club.ruc.dk/XMLSchemas/GeneralInfo
\" \n
xmlns:hi=\" http :// www.international -
club.ruc.dk/XMLSchemas/HomeInfo \" \n
xmlns:hf=\" http :// www.international -
club.ruc.dk/XMLSchemas/HomeInfo/
HomePhone \" \n
xmlns:di=\" http :// www.international -
club.ruc.dk/XMLSchemas/DanishInfo \" \
n
110 xmlns:uvm =\" http ://rep.oio.dk/uvm.dk/
xml/schemas /2004/03/11/\" \n
xmlns:dkcc =\" http :// rep.oio.dk/ebxml/
xml/schemas/dkcc /2003/02/13/\" \n
xmlns:xsi =\" http ://www.w3.org /2001/
XMLSchema -instance \" \n
xsi:schemaLocation =\" http ://www.
international -club.ruc.dk/XMLSchemas
http ://www.international -club.ruc.dk/
XMLSchemas/StudentList.xsd\">\n";
114
115 $count =0;
while ($row = mysql_fetch_array($search_result ,
MYSQL_ASSOC)) {
//for each result of the search
120 $count=$count +1;
$name=$row["lastname"];
$firstname=$row["firstname"];
$email=$row["email"];
125 $email_public=$row["email_public"];
$birthday=$row["birthday"];
$birthday_public = $row["birthday_public"];
$department=$row["department"];
$department_public=$row["department_public"];
130 $danishphone=$row["danishphone"];
$danishphone_public =$row["danishphone_public"];
$homeaddress=$row["homeaddress"];
$country=$row["country"];
$homeaddress_public =$row["homeaddress_public"];
135 $country_public=$row["country_public"];
$countryCode=$row["countryCode"];
$homephone=$row["homephone"];
$homephone_public=$row["homephone_public"];
$street=$row["street"];
140 $number=$row["number"];
$floor=$row["floor"];
$doorNumber=$row["doorNumber"];
$zipCode=$row["zipCode"];
$city=$row["city"];
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145 $danishaddress_public=$row["danishaddress_public"];
146
$name=utf8_encode($name);
$firstname=utf8_encode($firstname);
$lastname=utf8_encode($lastname);
150 $email=utf8_encode($email);
$birthday=utf8_encode($birthday);
$department=utf8_encode($department);
$homeaddress=utf8_encode($homeaddress);
$country=utf8_encode($country);
155 $countryCode=utf8_encode($countryCode);
$homephone=utf8_encode($homephone);
$street=utf8_encode($street);
$number=utf8_encode($number);
$floor=utf8_encode($floor);
160 $doorNumber=utf8_encode($doorNumber);
$zipCode=utf8_encode($zipCode);
$city=utf8_encode($city);
$danishphone=utf8_encode($danishphone);
165 $resstr=$resstr.buildElementStudent (
$firstname ,$name ,$email , $email_public ,
$birthday , $birthday_public , $department ,
$department_public ,
$homeaddress , $homeaddress_public , $countryCode
, $homephone , $homephone_public , $country ,
$country_public ,
$street , $number , $floor , $doorNumber , $city ,
$zipCode , $danishaddress_public , $danishphone
, $danishphone_public );
170
}
$resstr=$resstr."</StudentList >\n";
175 return $resstr;
}
?>
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D.5 manage_XML_files.php
1 <?php
//to know since how many seconds the file has been created
function calculate_time_difference($filename){
5 return (time() - filemtime("$filename"));
}
//to delete every file in the specified directory older than 1
hour (3600 seconds)
function delete_XML_files($dir ,$arr){
10 // reset the array pointer to the beginning of the array
reset($arr);
//for each element of the array i.e. each file of the
directory
while(list($key ,$val)=each($arr)){
// ’.’ and ’..’ should not be tried to be deleted!
15 if(( strcasecmp($dir.$val ,$dir.’.’)!=0) && ( strcasecmp(
$dir.$val ,$dir.’..’)!=0)){
$diff=calculate_time_difference($dir.$val);
if($diff >3600){
unlink($dir.$val);
}
20 }
}
}
// creates a new name for the next xml file and write the XML
result flow in it.
25 function write_XML_file($xmlFlow ,$arr ,$dir){
//sort the files list alphabetically
sort($arr);
$nbNew;
30 $nbItem=count($arr);
//get the last generated file in the list
$name=$arr[$nbItem -1];
//if there is a generated XMLFile and that this file is
not the last one ( xmlFile999.xml)
35 if(strlen($name) >2 && ( strcasecmp($name ,’xmlFile999.xml
’)!=0)){
//get the number of the last file
$nb=substr($name ,-7,3);
// Increment this number for the new name to
generate
40 $nbIncr=$nb +1;
$length=strlen($nbIncr);
//if the last xmlFile in the list has a number
of 00x type
if($length ==1){
45
$nbNew=’00’.$nbIncr;
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$nameForGeneratedFile=$dir.’xmlFile ’.
$nbNew.’.xml’;
48 $handle=fopen($nameForGeneratedFile ,’x+
’);
fwrite($handle ,$xmlFlow);
50 fclose($handle);
return $nameForGeneratedFile;
}
//if the last xmlFile in the list has a number
of 0xx type
55 if($length ==2){
$nbNew=’0’.$nbIncr;
$nameForGeneratedFile=$dir.’xmlFile ’.
$nbNew.’.xml’;
$handle=fopen($nameForGeneratedFile ,’x+
’);
60 fwrite($handle ,$xmlFlow);
fclose($handle);
return $nameForGeneratedFile;
}
65
//if the last xmlFile in the list has a number
of xxx type
if($length ==3){
$nbNew=$nbIncr;
70 $nameForGeneratedFile=$dir.’xmlFile ’.
$nbNew.’.xml’;
$handle=fopen($nameForGeneratedFile ,’x+
’);
fwrite($handle ,$xmlFlow);
fclose($handle);
return $nameForGeneratedFile;
75
}
}else{
$nbNew=’001’;
80 $nameForGeneratedFile=$dir.’xmlFile ’.$nbNew.’.
xml’;
$handle=fopen($nameForGeneratedFile ,’x+’)or die
("Impossible to create the xml File: more
than 999 files have been created in less than
1 hour");;
fwrite($handle ,$xmlFlow);
fclose($handle);
return $nameForGeneratedFile;
85
}
}
// Manage the xml files: write the xml flow in a new file name
and delete files older than 1 hour and return the name of the
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new file.
90 function manage_XML_files($dir ,$xmlFlow){
//to get the list of the all the files contained in the
specified directory
$handle = opendir($dir);
while (false !== ( $file = readdir($handle))) {
95 $arr [] = $file;
}
closedir($handle);
$fileGenerated=write_XML_file($xmlFlow ,$arr ,$dir);
100 delete_XML_files($dir ,$arr);
return $fileGenerated;
}
?>
